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Abstract 
At least since the 1970s, topic has been widely recognized to reflect an important category in most 
different approaches to linguistics. However, researchers have never agreed about what exactly a topic is 
(researchers disagree, for instance, about whether topics express backgrounding or foregrounding) and to 
what extent topics are elements of syntax or discourse or both. Topics are notoriously difficult to 
distinguish from a range of related phenomena. Some definitions of topic are suspiciously similar to 
definitions of definiteness, subject, noun and contrast, so the question arises as to what extent topic is a 
phenomenon of its own. However, topics are also internally diverse. There is disagreement, for instance, 
as to whether contrastive and non-contrastive topics should be subsumed under the same notion. 
 This talk tries to approach the category type topic bottom-up by considering cross-linguistic functional 
diversity in marked topics, semasiologically defined as instances of topics with explicit segmental topic 
markers. The first part of the talk considers the question as to whether topic markers can be defined as a 
gram type with one or several prototypical functions that can be studied on the basis of material from 
parallel texts and from descriptive sources. A tentative set of promising candidates for topic markers from 
80 languages from all linguistic continents is compiled. It turns out that topic markers are a challenge for 
the gram approach, because the candidates do not easily cluster to obligatory use in prototypical contexts, 
but can at the same time exhibit very high text frequency even though they tend to be astonishingly 
unstable genealogically (one reason why stratified sampling is not particularly useful). In some languages, 
topic markers are difficult to distinguish from determiners or demonstratives (which, not unexpectedly, 
are also possible diachronic sources of topic markers).  
 In an influential paper, Haiman (1978) has argued that conditionals are topics, but it has never been 
verified in a large-scale typological study how common topic markers really are in conditional clauses 
cross-linguistically. It has also been argued that the initial clause in correlative constructions often has 
topical properties. In the second part of this talk I will consider to what extent the candidates for topic 
markers identified in the first part of the talk occur in conditional clauses and in initial free relative 
clauses and what we can conclude from the results about the relationship between topics and complex 
sentences. One result is that topic markers are usually different from conditional markers even if they 
occur in conditional constructions (with the notable exception of grammaticalization of topic markers 
from conditional converbs). While topic markers are usually postposed irrespective of other word order 
typologies, conditional markers differ from them in that they co-vary with other word order typologies to 
a much larger extent. 
 If topic is a grammatical category type like any other, it can be expected to cumulate with other 
grammatical categories. The third part of this talk focuses on a few instances of cumulation of topic with 
gender, number and case. Two languages will be discussed in particular detail. Bolinao (Sambalic, 
Austronesian; Philippines) has developed a number opposition in topic markers. Nalca (Mek, Trans New 
Guinea) distinguishes both gender, case and number in topic markers. The two cumulative systems are 
analyzed both from synchronic and diachronic perspectives in order to explore the language specific ways 
in which topic markers can be integrated into systems together with other grammatical categories. 
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Part I: 
Introduction and Basic Notions* 
Assembling a Sample of Topic Markers

* I am grateful to Östen Dahl, Bruno Olsson and Carl Börstell for many useful comments.  
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Why elusive? 

 Topic markers tend to be genealogically unstable,
 but highly frequent in languages where they occur,
 often without being really obligatory in many contexts of use,
 they closely interact with several other important grammatical

categories that they are sometimes difficult to distinguish from:
demonstratives/determiners, subject markers, contrast ‘but’,
possessive pronouns, conditional markers

 Topics are well-connected to many other grammatical categories
(the topic is a “hub” in language structure)

 Marked and unmarked topics seem to exhibit different behavior
 Topic markers can cumulate with other grammatical categories

in highly language specific ways.
 Topics are as much a unit of discourse as of structure (Heeschen

1998; de Vries 2006: areal pragmatics in New Guinea:
thematization)
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Basic notions 
Topic vs. Comment // Focus vs. Background 
[Prague School: “Theme” (=Given) vs. “Rheme” (=New)] 
But Kuno (1973): contrastive wa vs. thematic wa (Japanese TOP) 
Information structure / “Packaging” (Chafe 1976) 
Classical aboutness definition of topic: Hockett (1958: 201) “the 
speaker announces a topic and then says something about it”. 
Givennness approach (e.g., Haiman 1978) based on common ground 
Reinhart’s (1982) file card metaphor: “The topic constituent 
identifies the entity or set of entities under which the information 
expressed in the comment constituent should be stored in the 
C[ommon]G[round] content”; Krifka (2008: 265) 
Topic-prominent vs. subject-prominent languages (Li & 
Thompson 1976), criticized e.g. by Miller & Weinert (1998) 
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Topics: some examples to start with 
(1) Contrastive topic vs. focus (Büring 2016): partiality
a. CT+F: (Who has lost what?)

JOHNCT has lost his POCKET DIARYF, (ICT have lost my COMBF.)
b. F+F: (Who has lost his pocket diary?): exhaustivity

JOHNF has lost his POCKET DIARYF.
Frame-setting, dangling/hanging topics 
(2) Mandarin Chinese (Li & Thomspson 1976: 462)
Neì-cháng huǒ, xìngkui xiāofang-duì lái-de-kuài
that-CL fire fortunately fire-brigade come-DE-fast
‘That fire (topic), fortunately the fire brigade came quickly.’

Krifka (2008): delimitation 
Longacre for contrast: The notion of contrast “presents to us a closed 
and polarized microcosm”, a “restricted universe” (Longacre 1996: 
55)



Topics as restricters 

Many approaches emphasize that different kinds of topics must be distinguished (Chafe 1976; 
Jacobs 2001; Kimmelman & Pfau 2016). While I think that this might be the right approach, I 
would like to try to argue here – somewhat hesitantly – for a potential unified approach. Topics 
might be viewed as restricters. (Krifka 2008 suggests the related notion of “delimitation”.) 
Topics restrict the following stretch of speech in discourse thematically. This implies that they 
prepare for non-exhaustive partial information. This is compatible with Büring’s (2016) 
approach to contrastive topics. The contrastive topic in (1a) indicates that the issue will be 
resolved only partially. The replacive focus in (1b) does not have this connotation of partiality. 
There are still questions that are not resolved by the answer (such as ‘Who does John want to 
kick out?’, etc.). This does not at all mean that focus necessarily always has an exhaustive 
reading, but topics have a strong tendency toward some sort of partiality reading. 

(1) Contrastive topic vs. focus (Büring 2016)
a. CT+F: (Who do they want to kick out?) SHECT wants to kick MEF out. (rise-fall-rise)
b. F+F: (Do you want to kick her out?) SHEF wants to kick MEF out.

Restriction need not be contrastive. Frame-setting in so-called “Chinese-style” (Chafe 1976)
or hanging/dangling topics which are not part of the argument structure of the predicate, as in 
(2), are also restricters. 

(2) Mandarin Chinese (Li & Thomspson 1976: 462)
Neì-cháng huǒ, xìngkui xiāofang-duì lái-de-kuài
that-CL fire fortunately fire-brigade come-DE-fast
‘That fire (topic), fortunately the fire brigade came quickly.’

 Topics are often definite or generic, and in many languages topic markers have 
grammaticalized from some sort of deictic element. However, at least in some languages, as in 
Doromu-Koki (Bradshaw 2012), topics can be indefinite; for instance, when introducing a 
protagonist of a story as in (3) from the beginning of the Parable of the Prodigal Son, which is 
well in-line with their function as restrictors. 

(3) Doromu-Koki (kqc-x-bible 42015011; Manubaran)
Amiye yokoi bi ini rumana mida remanu. 
person one TOP 3.POSS man child two 
‘A certain man had two sons.’ 

 In some languages, notably in New Guinea, it is common to have stacked topics (de Vries 
2006: 814). de Vries follows Heeschen (1994, 1998) in identifying thematization as a crucial 
discourse strategy in many languages of New Guinea. Heeschen’s work is originally based on 
material from Eipo (Mek) narratives. According to Heeschen, thematization is associated with 
the fact that clauses in Eipo often do not have more than one argument. Instead of SOV, there is 
rather S(V) + OV. The subject is then detached as a kind of theme or topic. We have to 
distinguish here between the spoken language of the Eipo narratives that Heeschen has looked at 
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and the written language of the Bible translations, where clauses often do have more than one 
argument, but where topic markers still abound. 
 Stacked topics are compatible with the notion of restriction, which can be recursive and 
incremental. This is illustrated in (**) from Abau with a translation of the same example as in (4) 
with a different, stacked topic, construal. 

(4) Abau (aau-x-bible 42015011)
Uwr prueyn hiy-kwe ney ho-kwe prueys non.
man one.HUMAN 3.SG.M.SUBJ-TOP child GENERAL.M-TOP two.CLASS1 with/DUAL

‘A certain man had two sons.’ Lit. “A man, child, with two”

 As pointed out by Bittner (2001) in her treatment of topical correlative clauses, topics need 
not be limited to individuals, but can also apply to sets of pairs of topical referents, as in (5). This 
is accounted for in Bittner’s formal approach to topics. 

(5) Hindi (Bittner 2001: 40)
Jo laRkii jis laRke-se baat kar rahii hai, ve dost haiN. 
[which girl which boy-INS talk do PRG is] those friends are 
‘As for the girl and the boy she is talking to, they are friends.’ 

 Topical clauses of correlative constructions are not the only kind of subordinate clause that is 
marked by topics. Haiman (1978) has argued that conditionals are topics (see also Bittner 2001). 
Actually, conditional protases are restricters preparing for partial answers. The traditional logical 
approach to conditionals with the truth table for material conditionals (Table 1) provides truth 
values also for the eventuality that the protasis is false. However, it is the very nature of 
conditional constructions that they are evasive (=restrictive). They make a statement only about 
the restriction articulated in the protasis. 

Table 1: Truth table of material conditional 
p q p->q 
T T T 
T F F 
F T T 
F F T 

 Conditionals are not necessarily the only adverbial clauses that are restrictors. Temporal 
clauses, for instance, restrict main clause events to certain periods or points in time. 
 Given the many possible variations of restriction, restriction is not a particularly restrictive 
notion. But a unified notion of topic, if there is such a thing, cannot be particularly restrictive. In 
language with topic markers, these elements tend to have a very high text frequency. Topics are 
omnipresent. 
 The literature on information structure often emphasizes the active role played by speech act 
participants. According to Chafe (1976: 28) “a speaker accommodates his speech to temporary 
states of the addressee’s mind”, for which he suggests the notion “packaging”. I think packaging 
is emergent and cannot be avoided, given crucial properties of the general discourse setting. 
(This does not exclude the option that speakers can actively choose to modulate packaging.) Put 
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differently, there is packaging even if speakers do not actively plan how to organize the 
information structure of current discourse. Packaging cannot be avoided. Discourse necessarily 
comes in packages, because the units of speech are discrete (words, phrases, clauses, etc.). 
Restriction emerges automatically from the linear character of speech. Discrete chunks of speech 
must come in a specific sequence. Every chunk uttered will necessarily restrict what is likely to 
follow after it. Topics are thus by default initial. This does not exclude the possibility of having 
marginal cases of topics in the middle or the end of the clause or sentence (Chafe’s “antitopics”) 
if particularly marked as topics, but non-initial topics will automatically be non-prototypical due 
to the very nature of restriction. The third necessary ingredient for the emergence of restrictive 
topics is on-line processing. Information is directly processed as uttered (with delay in written 
communication, but even reading is largely linear at least on the level of clauses and sentences). 
The notion of restriction thus favors a view of motivating the notion of topic in terms of on-line 
processing rather than in terms of common ground and information storage.  
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Marked topics vs. unmarked topics 
Marked topic: topic with a topic marker 
There is a growing body of typological literature demonstrating that 
marking matters semantically. As Haspelmath (2019: 315) formulates 
it in a study on place marking: “Deviations from usual associations of 
role meanings and properties of referring expressions tend to be 
coded by longer grammatical forms” 
Marked topics tend to express topic switch, unmarked topics tend to 
express topic continuity. 
Many phenomena concerning topics, such as zero anaphora, concern 
unmarked topics and are not addressed in this talk. 



Topics and markedness 

I distinguish marked topics, which bear a segmental topic marker, and non-marked topics, which 
are either not characterized in any special way at all or distinct only by word order (fronting, left-
dislocation) and/or a pause of variable length. For the time being, I will leave open the question 
where suprasegmental marking sorts, whether topics marked by intonation contour or brow raise 
in sign languages (see Kimmelman & Pfau 2016) should be considered marked or unmarked 
topics or a type of their own. 
 On the one hand, marking is a matter of cross-linguistic variation. Some languages have topic 
markers, others lack them. However, there is a growing body of typological literature 
demonstrating that marking matters semantically. As Haspelmath (2019: 315) formulates it in a 
study on place marking: “Deviations from usual associations of role meanings and properties of 
referring expressions tend to be coded by longer grammatical forms”. See also Croft’s (2001) 
influential work on the relationship of marking and parts of speech. A topic with a marker has a 
longer grammatical form than a topic without a marker and can therefore be assumed to reflect 
some sort of deviation from usual associations. A reasonable hypothesis is that marked topics are 
suitable for expressing contrast and change of discourse topics (Givón 1976: 154 speaks of topic-
shift constructions) whereas unmarked topics are better suited for the expression of topic 
continuity. 
 It is important to point out that marking in the comment (the clause connected to the topic, 
usually following it) does not count as marked topic. Givón (1976) has shown that topics are 
often resumed by pronominal elements in the comment which then can grammaticalize to subject 
agreement. 
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“Rhetorical topics”, Free topics 
“Free topics” (Jacobs 2001) in European languages are not 
considered in this talk  
German was NP-ACC betrifft;  
English as far as NP is concerned, as to NP, concerning NP;  
French quant à NP;  
Russian Что (же) касается NP-GEN,  
Finnish Mitä (sitten) NP-ILL tulee, NP-ELA,  
Estonian Mis (nüüd) puutub NP-ILL; NP-GEN kohta) 
Rhetorical topics are related to metatopics (fronted metatopics), as in 
Classical Greek: περι δε απολλω του αδελφου πολλα παρεκαλεσα 
αυτον ινα ελθη προς υμας μετα των αδελφων... Latin De Apollo autem 
fratre vobis notum facio, quoniam multum rogavi eum ut veniret ad 
vos cum fratribus...  
‘Now concerning Apollos our brother, I urged him many times that 
he should come to you with the brothers’ (46016012).  
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Topics can be indefinite, topics can be stacked 

(3) Doromu-Koki (kqc-x-bible 42015011; Manubaran)
Amiye yokoi bi ini rumana mida remanu.
person one TOP 3.POSS man child two 
‘A certain man had two sons.’ 

(4) Abau (aau-x-bible 42015011)
Uwr prueyn hiy-kwe ney ho-kwe
man one.HUMAN 3.SG.M.SUBJ-TOP child GENERAL.M-TOP
prueys non.
two.CLASS1 with/DUAL 
‘A certain man had two sons.’ Lit. “A man, child, with two” 

(5) Hindi (Bittner 2001: 40)
Jo laRkii jis laRke-se baat kar rahii hai, ve dost haiN. 
[which girl which boy-INS talk do PRG is] those friends are 
‘As for the girl and the boy she talking to, they are friends.’ 
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Table 1: Various kinds of dichotomies and distinctions in topics 
Marked topics 
Topic shift (different 

topic) 

Unmarked topics 
Maintained topics (same topic) 

Morphology 
Sem./Discourse 

Sentence/clause topic Discourse topic Syntax/Discourse 
Contrastive topics Non-contrastive (“thematic”) 

topics 
Semantics 

Aboutness topics 

“Moved (fronted)” topics 
Syntactically-licensed 

topics 

Scene-setting/frame-setting 
topics 

“Base-generated” topics 
Semantically-licensed topics: 

Hanging/dangling topics 

Semantics 

Syntax 
Syntax/Sem. 

Subject topics, pivots Non-subject topics Syntax 
Definite topics Indefinite topics Semantics 
Initial, left-detached topics Clause-internal topics 

Antitopics (clause-final) 
Syntax 

Separated topics Non-separated topics Prosody 
Single topics Stacked topics Syntax, Morph. 
NP topics Clausal topics Syntax 

Free topic (“concerning/as to”) 
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Other categories with which topics are in potential definitional 
conflict 
Noun “[t]here must be something to talk about and something 

must be said about this subject of discourse once it is 
selected. [...] The subject of discourse is a noun” (Sapir 
1921: 126). 

Subject Aboutness; Topics can grammaticalize to subject 
(König 2008; 2013) 

“Metatopics” ‘to speak/talk/think about”: Aboutness 
Definiteness Givenness; Deictics/determiners are a frequent 

grammaticalization source of topic markers 
Focus Contrastive topics are T+F according to Krifka (2008) 
Contrast 
(‘but’) 

The notion of contrast “presents to us a closed and polarized 
microcosm”, a “restricted universe” (Longacre 1996: 55) 

Topics are a hub in grammatical structure: well-connected to many 
other categories 



Category types with which the topic is in potential definitional conflict  

Topics are not easy to keep strictly apart from other major grammatical notions, such as 
definiteness/deictics, noun, subject, focus, copula and contrast (i.e., adversative coordination, 
such as ‘but’). These notions must be considered when studying topics not only for the purpose 
of definitional delimitation, but also because topics potentially interact with all these categories 
synchronically and diachronically. 
 Two traditional approaches to topics, to view them as aboutness or givenness, are in direct 
conflict with noun and subject, on the one hand, and definiteness, on the other hand. The 
aboutness approach has the difficulty that it comes very close to the grammatical relation subject 
and the part of speech noun. Not surprisingly, Krifka (2008: 265), who favors it, identifies topic 
with what Chafe (1976) calls “subject”. Haiman (1978: 585) rejects the aboutness definition. If 
comments are about-topics, this requests some kind of intricate fixed relationship between the 
two. According to Haiman (1978: 586), “[t]his claim is equivalent to the argument that left-
dislocated constituents originate inside the sentences to which they are adjoined”. It is important 
to note that aboutness also figures prominently in the literature on parts of speech. According to 
Sapir (1921: 126), “[t]here must be something to talk about and something must be said about 
this subject of discourse once it is selected. [...] The subject of discourse is a noun.” Thus, nouns 
are – in some way – the grammaticalization of aboutness. According to Hopper & Traugott 
(1984), discourse imposes categoriality on nouns and verbs. The basic categories nouns and 
verbs are universal lexicalizations of the prototypical discourse functions of ‘discourse-
manipulable participant’ and ‘reported event’, respectively.  
 Haiman’s alternative is givenness: “The topic represents an entity whose existence is agreed 
upon by the speaker and his audience. As such, it constitutes the framework which has been 
selected for the following discourse” (Haiman 1978: 585). While fully compatible with the 
common ground framework, this brings topic close to Chafe’s notion of givenness and comes 
very close to certain definitions of presupposition and definiteness. Many other authors also 
emphasize the importance of common ground (information shared by speaker and hearer) and 
common ground management, since common ground is continuously modified in 
communication (see Krifka 2008: 245-246), which invites to resort to presuppositions, items of 
“presumed common knowledge” (Stalnaker 1973: 450), which are in their turn closely associated 
with definiteness, given that definite expressions are a major presupposition trigger. It cannot be 
denied that topic markers frequently grammaticalize from deictics and other definiteness 
markers. However, it seems wrong to equate topicalization with definiteness. If topics are 
definite, they are so on a level entirely different from determiners. “Discourse deictic”, a term 
used by Peterson (2003: 412) in a descriptive account of Hakha Lai, is a useful term. Topics are 
given only in the sense that they are “discourse-given” irrespective of whether they are common 
ground. The mere fact of uttering a topic makes it discourse-given, irrespective of whether or not 
it is part of the common ground of the speech act participants. 

Focus and contrast are both close to contrastive topics, such as (1). 

(1) Ukelele, I studied formally. Accordion, I learned on my own. (Constant 2014: 1).
(with L+H* L-H% intonation on the constituents in boldface in the ToBI system, L stands for
Low, H for High, * are pitch accents, - marks phrase tones, and % boundary tones).
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 According to Krifka (2008: 267), contrastive topics are a combination of topic and focus, 
which comes natural from his conception of focus as indicating alternatives. I am more inclined 
to follow Büring (2016) in viewing contrastive topics as rather distinct from focus due to their 
partial character (see also 2.1). However, certain kinds of topics, notably contrastive topics, are 
certainly closer to focus than others.  
 Contrastive topics are not only difficult to keep apart from focus, they are also difficult to 
keep apart from contrast, as marked by adversative conjunctions, such as but or however, as in I 
studied ukulele formally, but I learned accordion on my own. According to Longacre (1996: 55), 
(notional) contrast requires at least two opposed pairs of lexical oppositions, in (**) the pairs 
<ukulele, accordion> and <formally, on my own>. The notion of contrast “presents to us a 
closed and polarized microcosm”, a “restricted universe” (Longacre 1996: 55) [Note the use of 
“restricted” here]. As exemplified above, contrastive topics and adversative conjunctions do 
largely the same job (and they can be combined). However, they differ in scope, the adversative 
conjunction has the whole second clause in its scope; contrastive topics, however, are just the 
first pair of oppositions. In practice, it is not always easy to distinguish topic markers from 
contrast markers. It presupposes in a way that topic markers are more general and do occur both 
with contrastive topics and non-contrastive topics (Kuno’s [1973: 44] term for “non-contrastive” 
is “thematic”). However, while conjunction (‘and’-coordination) cross-linguistically often is 
marked symmetrically (A-x B-x; Haiman 1985: 72), adversative coordination seems to prefer the 
marking A B-x or A-y B-x, unlike topic marking, which is expected to occur at least optionally 
on both topics of a contrast sequence in the same way (A-x B-x). This is useful for keeping topic 
markers and contrast markers apart. Tonhauser (2012; see also Büring 2016: 69) has argued that 
Guaraní has a contrastive topic clitic katu. However, this marker only occurs on non-initial 
contrast sequence parts and has rather to be considered a contrast marker (‘but’, as Guasch 1991: 
601 ‘pero’ suggests) than a topic marker. Like Classical Greek A men, B de, Guaraní can also 
mark the initial contrast sequence part with another marker ningo/niko (‘partícula que refuerza el 
vocablo anterior’, Guasch 1991: 664), as shown in (the markers also have evidential and modal 
uses; Russell 2017): 

(2) Guaraní (43008023, gug-x-bible-newworld.txt)
Peẽ ningo ko yvy ari-gua che katu yvate-gua
you CONTRAST1 this earth above-from I CONTRAST2 above-from 
‘You are from below; I am from above.’ 

 Put differently, unlike contrast markers, (contrastive) topic markers must be able to occur both 
with ‘you’ and ‘I’ (with initial and non-initial parts of the contrastive sequence). 

(2) is a very characteristic example of a contrastive construction with contrastive topics. In
translations of this example, topic markers are not only difficult to delimit from contrast markers 
but also from copulas. Bribri (Chibchan) dör is described as a topic marker in Constenla Umaña 
et al. (1998: 2-3). However, it seems to occur only in equation constructions and the negation 
marker precedes it in negation, so it is probably better considered a copula. 
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Is there a topic prototype? 

Jacobs (2001) launches the idea that the topic is a prototype and suggests four salient semantic 
attributes (four dimensions), which he uses to investigate three German constructions. The four 
dimensions are (i) informational separation [semantic processing involves two steps, one for 
topic, one for comment], (ii) semantic predication [topic is semantic subject and comment is 
semantic predicate], (iii) addressation (comment is stored under the topic) and (iv) frame-setting 
(the topic is the frame for the comment). It seems to me that Jacob’s approach is closer to the 
canonical approach than to the prototype approach, since the semantic space is constructed a 
priori based on particular assumptions. It is, for instance, taken for granted for Dimension (iii) 
that Reinhart’s (1982) file card view of topics is crucial and Dimension (ii) takes aboutness for 
granted. Many other potentially relevant attributes could be listed and it is not a priori clear to me 
which ones should be considered most relevant. 
 The gram approach (Bybee & Dahl 1989; Dahl & Wälchli 2016; Wälchli 2019), originally 
developed in the realm of tense and aspect, might be an alternative. The gram approach assumes 
that “cross-linguistic categories are defined primarily by their prototypical uses, and that there 
are variations among languages as to where the borderlines are drawn” (Dahl 1985: 51). The 
approach presupposes that there is a set of markers from various languages that can be directly 
compared on the level of individual use (for instance, in translational questionnaires or in parallel 
texts). The list of markers which the approach starts with are not necessarily those that later turn 
out to be the best grams instantiating the gram type. Dahl & Wälchli (2016) start with a set of 
seed grams which are the starting point for identifying a first tentative set of best exemplars of 
examples of use, which, in turn, can be used again to determine a more appropriate set of grams 
instantiating the gram type. 

Different types of topics 

Many different kinds of topics have been proposed in the literature. Table 1 is an attempt to list 
some of the major distinctions made. Types that seem to me to fall into the same dimension are 
not separated by lines. Not all distinctions are necessarily posited by all researchers. The idea of 
“moved” topics does only make sense in syntactic theories that allow for movement.  
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Table 1: Various kinds of dichotomies and distinctions in topics 

Marked topics 
Topic shift (different topic) 

Unmarked topics 
Maintained topics (same topic) 

Morphology 
Sem./Discourse 

Sentence/clause topic Discourse topic Syntax/Discourse 
Contrastive topics Non-contrastive (“thematic”) topics Semantics 
Aboutness topics 
“Moved (fronted)” topics 
Syntactically-licensed topics 

Scene-setting/frame-setting topics 
“Base-generated” topics 
Semantically-licensed topics: 

Hanging/dangling topics 

Semantics 
Syntax 
Syntax/Sem. 

Subject topics, pivots Non-subject topics Syntax 
Definite topics Indefinite topics Semantics 
Initial, left-detached topics Clause-internal topics 

Antitopics (clause-final) 
Syntax 

Separated topics Non-separated topics Prosody 
Single topics Stacked topics Syntax, Morph. 
NP topics Clausal topics Syntax 

Free topic (“concerning/as to”) 

 In my view, the distinction between marked and unmarked topics is the most fundamental 
distinction. Marked topics often indicate a topic shift, whereas in topic continuity, topics remain 
often unmarked and are reduced (often to anaphors and zero anaphors). Discourse topics are a 
kind of maintained topics, even if not necessarily in strictly syntactic terms. Contrastive topics 
usually involve topic shift and are marked. Contrastive topics are a candidate for the prototype of 
marked topics. Aboutness topics are not well-defined. According to Jacobs (2001: 655) it is an 
intuitive notion, but I am not sure whether this is true. Aboutness reflects a traditional approach 
to topics, viz. Hockett’s (1958: 201) classical definition of topic “the speaker announces a topic 
and then says something about it”. One can interpret aboutness in terms of Reinhart’s file card 
metaphor, as Jacobs (2001) does, but it has also be interpreted in terms of syntactically-licensed 
topics, which seems to be the line taken in Haiman (1978: 585). 
 Aboutness is confusing in still another sense. It would also be a suitable name for the case 
role of the theme of speech or cognition verbs “to speak/talk/write about X, think about X”. 
These are in a sense “metatopics”. What a speaker speaks about is a topic in that conversation, 
but not usually in a metaconversation about that topic. Thus, topic in –What  are you writing 
about? –I am writing a paper about the topic is not at all topic, but focus. 
 There is very little discussion in the literature about what Jacobs (2001) calls “free topics” (I 
cannot come up with an opposite term), which are the only type of morphologically marked 
topics in West European languages (German was NP-ACC betrifft; English as far as NP is 
concerned, as to NP, concerning NP; French quant à NP; Russian Что (же) касается NP-GEN,
Finnish Mitä (sitten) NP-ILL tulee, NP-ELA, Estonian Mis (nüüd) puutub NP-ILL; NP-GEN kohta 
etc. In some languages they contain question words which makes them similar to wh-clefts. The 
topic within them is typically restricted to NPs (cannot be clausal), but the construction itself is 
often clausal or pseudo-clausal where the marker itself is a predicate that takes the topic as some 
sort of oblique argument. The markers are usually long (more than one syllable, often consisting 
of several words). The use of the construction is usually strongly limited. The typical text type is 
reasoning. A more mnemonic name might thus be the reasoning or rhetoric topic.  In some 
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languages, rhetorical topics are related to metatopics (fronted metatopics), as in Classical Greek: 
περι δε απολλω του αδελφου πολλα παρεκαλεσα αυτον ινα ελθη προς υμας μετα των αδελφων... 
Latin De Apollo autem fratre vobis notum facio, quoniam multum rogavi eum ut veniret ad vos 
cum fratribus... ‘Now concerning Apollos our brother, I urged him many times that he should 
come to you with the brothers’ (46016012).  
 Even though marked topics are often translated in linguistic articles in English by means of 
free topics, free topics are not particularly good translation equivalents of marked topics in 
languages with topic markers. I do not think free topics are good candidates for the marked 
topics prototype. 

Topics as grammaticalization source 

König (2008, 2013) surveys various developments of topic markers to case markers in African 
languages. Topic markers are one possible source of marked nominatives (König 2008: 201). 
Tosco (1994) and Bennett (1974) argue that topic markers have developed to case markers in 
Cushitic languages. In East Cushitic languages, -i is sometimes rather a topic markers (Masketo, 
Kullo), sometimes a marked nominative (Wolaitta, Gamo) (Tosco 1994: 236; König 2008: 188). 
Bennett (1974:27) argues that Cushitic topic -i or -ti has also given rise to object markers in 
Northern and Central Cushitic. In the Bantu languages Umbundu and Ngangela, low tone, a 
marker of old information (topic), has developed into a nominative (Blanchon 1998; König 2008: 
214, 218). In the Kha (Northern Khoisan) language !Xun (Ju), there is a topic marker má which 
in one dialect, called W2, is nearly obligatory in certain constructions to encode subject (König 
2008: 273).  
 In Nalca (Mek, Trans New Guinea phylum), personal pronouns with the topic marker have 
grammaticalized into subject markers (nominative), see Svärd (2013: 27). 
 According to König (2013: 521), “[c]ase as a syntactic tool typically shows overlaps with 
pragmatic categories such as topic and focus with regard not only to their diachronic source but 
also to the way the two systems interact synchronically in a language”. She points out the 
example of Japanese, where topic marker wa and accusative o exclude each other, which might 
be interpreted as an indication that the topic marker has “already built a paradigmatic bond with 
case markers”. In Old and Late Old Japanese the particles wa (topic) and mo (‘too’) were part of 
the group of adverbial particles which were associated with particular forms of the verb 
(attribute, realis, or conclusive), the so called kakari-musubi phenomenon. The particle is a 
kakari ‘relation opener’ and the inflected verb is a musubi ‘tying, conclusion’ (Shibatani 1990: 
335). The adverbial particle could also occur as sentence-final particles in which function they 
had a stronger exclamatory sense (Shibatani 1990: 337). In Middle Japanese the particles parted 
company. Some vanished (namu exclamatory), some were restricted to sentence-final position 
(ka interrogative, zo vocative); koso (emphasis, ‘precisely’) is now used only sentence internally. 
The topic particles, however, were integrated into a system of grammatical relation marking, 
where (w)o- – perhaps originating from an interjectional particle – became increasingly 
obligatory as a direct object marker and where the erstwhile attributive ga and no competed for 
the role of subject and possessor markers (in Standard Japanese ga is nominative and no genitive, 
in many dialects in Kyūshū in the South it is the other way round). Combinations of topic 
particles with case markers became increasingly restricted ([w]o mo survives only in emphatic 
expressions; but ni mo ‘DATIVE also’ is still common). 
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 The reference/result clitic =ro in Iyo attaches to focus and topic clitics. In its combination 
with the topic marker it is used beyond where topic markers are prototypically found; ko-ro can, 
e.g., express the retrieved, as in (**). However, there is still a connection to the original topic
function as the elements marked with ko-ro preferably occur initially.

(1) Iyo (Minter 2009: 55)
merembo ko-ro siku-no toŋe-wa-no
pandanus TOP-REF forest-ALL go-FUT-1SG
‘I am going to the bush for pandanus.’
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Topic marker vs. contrast 
Tonhauser (2012; see also Büring 2016: 69) has argued that Guaraní 
has a contrastive topic clitic katu. However, this marker only occurs 
on non-initial contrast sequences and is rather to be considered a 
contrast marker (‘but’, as Guasch 1991: 601 ‘pero’ suggests) than a 
topic marker.: 

(6) Guaraní (43008023, gug-x-bible-newworld.txt)
Peẽ ningo ko yvy ari-gua che katu yvate-gua
you CONTRAST1 DEM earth above-from I CONTRAST2 above-from
‘You are from below; I am from above.’
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Part Ib: 
Identifying Topic Markers in a Massively 
Parallel text corpus (the translations of the 
N.T.)
Assembling a Sample of Topic Markers



A sample of languages with topic markers in a massively parallel text  

In this section I will describe how I have compiled a sample of topic markers in the N.T. corpus 
(Mayer & Cysouw 2012), which I will need in Section 4 to explore how common topics are 
cross-linguistically in conditional clauses.  
 There are basically three ways to start with. Firstly, there are some languages I have worked 
with previously and that I am particularly interested in where I just happen to know that they 
have topic markers. These include the Mek (New Guinea) languages Nalca and Una and the 
Sambalic (Philippines) languages Bolinao and Botolan Sambal, which I will further discuss in 
more detail later in this paper. Of course, also the Japanese topic particle wa sorts here, which is 
probably the most famous topic marker world-wide (even though it is rather exotic cross-
linguistically in some respects). Secondly, descriptions of topic markers can be found in many 
reference grammars and other descriptive literature, especially if the grammars are written after 
the 70ies. Many grammars refer to the classical literature on topics from the seventies (notably 
Chafe 1976, Li & Thompson 1976 and Haiman 1978), often pointing out particular difficulties of 
these approaches in the specific language under discussion. Sometimes, the easiest way to get a 
first hint at whether a language has a topic marker is to search the list of abbreviations in glosses 
for TOP or TM (= “topic marker”, “topic particle”, “topicalizer”, “topicalizador”, etc.). Thirdly, it 
is possible to identify some verses in the N.T. where topic markers are particularly likely to 
occur. The one I happened to look at first was 66021020. 

(66021019 The foundations of the wall of the city are adorned with every kind of precious 
stone: the first foundation jasper, the second sapphire, the third chalcedony, the fourth emerald) 
66021020 the fifth sardonyx, the sixth carnelian, the seventh chrysolite, the eighth beryl, the 
ninth topaz, the tenth chrysoprase, the eleventh jacinth, the twelfth amethyst . 

Matal (Chadic) mfh-x-bible.txt 66021020: mazlo kà sardonikәs, mamәkwa kà saruwan, mamәɗәf 
kà kәrisolit, mamtәgis kà beril, maladәga kà topas, makulo kà kәrisopәras, makulo gәl aŋha 
tekula kà tiwrkәs, ŋgaha makulo gәl aŋha sәla kà amәtәs. 

 The reason why this is a good context for topic markers is that it is an enumeration, which 
implies partiality, one of the hallmarks of the restricting function of topics. 
 However, not all translations to languages with topic markers use them in 66021020 (restriced 
recall) and there is also a problem with accuracy, since it is not possible to keep apart topic 
markers in this contexts from definiteness markers (as the definite article in English the fifth) and 
it is difficult to distinguish them from copulas in this context. 
 In order to make sure that the marker is not a definiteness marker or not only a definiteness 
marker, other contexts must be considered, such as person names and personal pronouns. As far 
as person names are concerned, there is the possibility that we have to deal with a person name 
marker or with a pronominal article (Himmelmann 2001). Personal pronouns with topic shift in 
contrastive contexts are a better diagnostic context. (But note that in some Austronesian 
languages even emphatic personal pronouns carry person name markers.) However, let us look 
first at person names just to illustrate how difficult it is to identify topic markers with certainty. 
Let us look at the name Mary in combination with topic markers in 32 languages (pbi, gnd, mfh, 
gde, pab, mnx, mej, mtn, yva, kor, yuj, yuz, amm, fon, dje, quf, qvc, qvi, aau, kac, dis, cnh, cnw, 
csy, acn, atb, lhu, ajz, mjw, yon, mpt, nlc). Table 1 lists the top contexts in the N.T. corpus from 
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the 54 contexts where Mary occurs in the English Lexham N.T. A large number of occurrences 
never have a topic marker, notably vocative/address contexts. As can be seen from Table 1, the 
three most prototypical contexts are contrastive (they all happen to contain the sequence but 
Mary in the English translation). However, none of them is a good diagnostic context. The best 
we can get with Mary in 43020011 is a 56% chance that the topic marker occurs. 

Table 1: Most prototypical contexts of topic marker with the name Mary in the N.T. 
18/32 43020011 But Mary stood outside at the tomb, weeping. Then, while she was 

weeping, she bent over to look into the tomb,  
16/32 43011020 Now Martha, when she heard that Jesus was coming, went to meet him, 

but Mary was sitting in the house. 
14/32 42002019 But Mary treasured up all these words, pondering them in her heart. 
14/32 42010042 But one thing is necessary, for Mary has chosen the better part, which 

will not be taken away from her. ” 
12/32 40001018 Now the birth of Jesus Christ occurred in this way. His mother Mary had 

been betrothed to Joseph, but before they came together, she was found ˻ 
to be pregnant ˼ by the Holy Spirit. 

12/32 42001039 Now in those days Mary set out and traveled with haste into the hill 
country, to a town of Judah,  

12/32 43011002 (Now it was Mary who anointed the Lord with perfumed oil and wiped 
his feet with her hair, whose brother Lazarus was sick.) 

12/32 43012003 Then Mary took a pound of ointment of very valuable genuine nard and 
anointed the feet of Jesus, and wiped his feet with her hair. And the 
house was filled with the fragrance of the ointment. 

 Interestingly, some translations have proper name plus topic markers even in contexts where 
English has an anaphoric pronoun instead, such as in (1) from Nalca. These are not counted in 
Table 1. It is understandable why (1) is a good context for using a topic marker. The anaphoric 
function is suitable, there is a change of subject, which invites for an explicit expression of the 
subject and the turn-taking sequence has an element of contrastivity. 

(1) Nalca (nlc-x-bible 43020016)
Dara, Yesus a-dya Maria g-ek, "Maria o," hy-ok.
TOP Jesus DP-ERG Mary F-DAT Mary VOC say-PST.3SG
Wera danyek, Maria g-era [...] hyok.
now CONN Mary F-TOP  say-PST.3SG
‘Jesus said to her, “Mary .” She turned around and said to him...’

 The same procedure is now repeated with forms of the explicit personal pronoun for second 
plural (including dual forms where necessary) plus topic marker and now I will report the result 
already for the full sample of 80 languages given below in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Most prototypical contexts of topic marker with 2nd person non-singular in the N.T. 
43008023 68 and he said to them, “you are from below; i am from above. you are from 

this world; i am not from this world. 
60002009 65 but you are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people for 

god’s possession, so that you may proclaim the virtues of the one who 
called you out of darkness into his marvelous light, 

62004004 54 you are from god, little children, and have conquered them, because the 
one who is in you is greater than the one who is in the world. 

46004010 54 we are fools for the sake of christ, but you are prudent in christ! we are 
weak, but you are strong! you are honored, but we are dishonored! 

46003009 52 for we are god’s fellow workers; you are god’s field, god’s building. 
43015005 49 “i am the vine; you are the branches. the one who remains in me and i in 

him — this one bears much fruit, for apart from me you are not able to do 
anything. 

40023008 46 but you are not to be called ‘rabbi,’ because one is your teacher, and you 
are all brothers, 

43008047 44 the one who is from god listens to the words of god. because of this you 
do not listen — because you are not of god.” 

43008041 44 you are doing the deeds of your father! ” then they said to him, “we were 
not born from sexual immorality! we have one father, god!” 

 In the most prototypical example, it is now 84% of the languages that display a topic marker. 
Hence, there is no single strictly diagnostic context in the corpus, and in order to have at least 
one form of a topic marker attested, the Top 6 examples in the table must be considered. At least 
all the Top 7 examples are contrastive semantically, which further confirms the hypothesis that 
contrastive topics are the most prototypical marked topics. 
 For simply practical purposes we may now define topic marker as a marker that occurs in at 
least one of the contexts in Table 2 together with the personal pronoun for 2nd non-singular and 
which is not a copula (this is difficult to check, since because almost all of the prototypical 
contexts are copula contexts) and which is not an adversative conjunction. 
 While it has been possible to substantiate the position of contrastive topics as marked topics, I 
have not managed to develop a fully procedural definition of topic markers in order to extract 
them automatically from parallel texts. There are several reasons why an automatic distributional 
identification of topic markers is difficult. 
 As shown above, there are hardly any contexts where topic markers are strictly obligatory.

This is because their most prototypical context is contrast, which is, however, usually also
marked by other devices in the contrast construction, notably by some sort of adversative
conjunction.

 Since the most prototypical contexts all happen to be potential copula-contexts, it is difficult
to distinguish topic markers from copulas automatically. Such a procedure, if it is possible at
all, will have to take into account some contexts which are not copular.

 Topic markers in most languages where they occur have extremely high text frequency. In
the texts where topic markers are written as separate words, topic markers are usually among
the most frequent words in a text and they often occur several times in a verse, which renders
their distribution rather uncharacteristic for automatic identification by purely distributional
criteria.
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 Topic markers exhibit a high degree of cross-linguistic diversity in their distributional
properties. They are an internally highly diverse group of grammatical markers at least from
a distributional point of view.

Table 3: Sample of languages where one or several topic markers have been identified in the 
verses listed in Table 2 
Language ISO Genealogical affiliation Source
Gude gde Afro-Asiatic, Chadic, Gudeic Hoskinson (1983) 
Parkwa pbi Afro-Asiatic, Chadic, Mandaraic Lagona & Jarvis (1992) 
Matal mfh Afro-Asiatic, Chadic, Mandaraic Verdizade (2018) 
Zulgo-Gemzek gnd Afro-Asiatic, Chadic, Mofuic Haller (1986) 
Merey meq Afro-Asiatic, Chadic, Mofuic Gravina et al. (2003), 

Gravina (2007) 
North Mofu mfk Afro-Asiatic, Chadic, Mofuic Hollingsworth (1995, 

2002) 
Muyang muy Afro-Asiatic, Chadic, Mofuic Smith (2003) 
Akoose bss Atlantic-Congo, Bantu Hedinger (2008)
Dii dur Atlantic-Congo, Cameroun-

Ubangian 
Bonhoff (2010) 

Ga gaa Atlantic-Congo, Ga-Dangme Campbell (2017) 
Ewe ewe Atlantic-Congo, Gbe Ameka (1991, 2008) 
Gen gej Atlantic-Congo, Gbe Jondoh (1980)
Fon fon Atlantic-Congo, Gbe Lefebvre & Brousseau 

(2002) 
Kenga kyq Central Sudanic, Bagirmic Vandame (1968), Palayer 

(2004) 
Gulay gvl Central Sudanic, Saraic Djarangar (1989) 
Nama (Namibia) naq Khoisan Güldemann & Pratchett 

(2014) 
Zarma-Kaado dje Songhay Bernard & White-Kaba 

(1994) 
Japanese jpn Japonic Shibatani (1990), Heycock

(2008) 
Korean kor Language Isolate Koo (1999) 
Khalkha 
Mongolian 

khk Mongolian Poppe (1951) 

Oirad-Kalmyk xal Mongolian Bläsing (2003), Indjieva 
(2006) 

Dimasa dis Sino-Tibetan, Jingpho-Konyak-
Bodo 

Jacquesson (2008), Dundas 
(1908) 

Southern 
Jinghpaw 

kac Sino-Tibetan, Jingpho-Konyak-
Bodo 

Cheung (2007) 

Haka Chin cnh Sino-Tibetan, Kuki-Chin-Naga Peterson (2003), Barnes 
(1998) 

Ngawn Chin cnw Sino-Tibetan, Kuki-Chin-Naga 
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Sizang Chin csy Sino-Tibetan, Kuki-Chin-Naga Stern (1963) 
Longchuan 
Achang 

acn Sino-Tibetan, Lolo-Burmese Sampu et al. (2005) 

Zaiwa atb Sino-Tibetan, Lolo-Burmese Lustig (2010), Yabu (1982)
Lahu lhu Sino-Tibetan, Lolo-Burmese Matisoff (1973) 
Hills Karbi mjw Sino-Tibetan, Mikir Konnerth (2014), Grüßner 

(1978) 
Amri Karbi ajz Sino-Tibetan, Mikir 
Botolan Sambal sbl Austronesian, Central Luzon, 

Sambalic 
Antworth (1979) 

Bolinao smk Austronesian, Central Luzon, 
Sambalic 

Viray & Scheerer (1927) 

Iduna viv Austronesian, Papuan Tip, Nuclear Huckett (1976) 
Waris wrs Border, Warisic Brown (1988)
Amanab amn Border, Warisic Minch (1992) 
Umanakaina gdn Dagan, Umanakaina Evensen (1996) 
Meyah mej East Bird’s Head, Meax Gravelle (2004) 
Moskona mtj East Bird’s Head, Meax Gravelle (2010) 
Sougb mnx East Bird’s Head, Sougb Reesink (2002) 
Konai kxw East Strickland, Konai Årsjö (2016) 
Karkar-Yuri yuj Language Isolate Price (1987) 
Ama (Papua New 
Guinea) 

amm Left May Årsjö (1993, 1999) 

Suena sue Nuclear Trans New Guinea, 
Binanderean 

Wilson (1974, 1980) 

Zia zia Nuclear Trans New Guinea, 
Binanderean  

Wilson (1980) 

Una mtg Nuclear Trans New Guinea, Eastern 
Mek 

Louwerse (1988) 

Rawa rwo Nuclear Trans New Guinea, 
Finisterre-Saruwaged 

Toland (1991) 

Iyo nca Nuclear Trans New Guinea, 
Finisterre-Saruwaged 

Minter (2009) 

Siane snp Nuclear Trans New Guinea, 
Kainantu-Goroka 

Salisbury (1956) 

Awa (Papua New 
Guinea) 

awb Nuclear Trans New Guinea, 
Kainantu-Goroka 

Lowing & Lowing (1975) 

Yonggom yon Nuclear Trans New Guinea, 
Lowland Ok 

Christensen (2010, 2013) 

Waskia wsk Nuclear Trans New Guinea, 
Madang 

Ross & Paol (1978), Lee & 
Barker (1985) 

Usan wnu Nuclear Trans New Guinea, 
Madang 

Reesink (1987, 1994, 
2014)  

Mian mpt Nuclear Trans New Guinea, 
Mountain Ok 

Fedden (2011) 
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Borong ksr Nuclear Trans New Guinea, 
Western Huon 

Olkonen & Olkonen (2000) 

Timbe tim Nuclear Trans New Guinea, 
Western Huon 

Foster (1981, n.d.) 

Nalca nlc Nuclear Trans New Guinea, 
Western Mek 

Svärd (2013) 

Abau aau Sepik, Abau Lock (2011) 
Folopa ppo Teberan, Folopa Anderson (1989),

Anderson (2010) 
Yawa yva Yawa-Saweru Jones (2003)
Warlpiri wpb Pama-Nyungan, Desert Nyungic Hale (1976) 
Wik Mungkan wim Pama-Nyungan, Wik Kilham et al. (1986) 
Sochiapan 
Chinantec 

cso Oto-Manguean, Chinantecan Foris (2000) 

Chiquihuitlán 
Mazatec 

maq Oto-Manguean, Mazatecan Jamieson (1996) 

Teutila Cuicatec cut Oto-Manguean, Mixtec-Cuicatec Anderson & Roque (1983) 
Sierra de Juárez 
Zapotec 

zaa Oto-Manguean, Zapotecan,  Nellis & Nellis (1983) 

Culina cul Arauan Tiss (2004)
Parecís pab Arawakan, Central Maipuran Rowan (2008) 
Yanesha’ ame Arawakan, Western Maipuran Tripp (1997) 
Central Aymara ayr Aymaran Hardman (2001) 
Awa-Cuaiquer kwi Barbacoan Curnow (1997) 
Cogui kog Chibchan, Arhuacic Ortiz Ricaurte (2000),

Quesada (1999) 
Yuracaré yuz Language Isolate van Gijn (2006) 
Páez pbb Language Isolate Jung (2008)
Huallaga 
Huánuco 
Quechua 

qub Quechuan, Quechua I Weber (1989) 

Lambayeque 
Quechua 

quf Quechuan, Quechua II Taylor (1999), Shaver 
(1996) 

Cajamarca 
Quechua 

qvc Quechuan, Quechua II Quesada (1976), 
Shimelman (2017) 

Imbabura 
Highland 
Quichua 

qvi Quechuan, Quechua II Cole (1985) 

Chipaya cap Uru-Chipaya Cerrón-Palomino (2006)
Doromu-Koki kqc Manubaran Bradshaw (2012) 

 Many things could be said about the formal characteristics of the markers in the sample. Here 
I will only mention a few issues. 
 Some languages have several topic markers. A particularly baroque example is Wik Mungkan 
(Pama Nyungan, Australia). Wik Mungkan has as many as three topic markers of different kinds 
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that can be stacked on the same expression. The definite suffix -an “is normally suffixed to the 
noun phrase which is topic” (Kilham et al. 1986: 415), the topic suffix -iy “brings prominence to 
the topic or topics of a story or discourse” (Kilham et al. 1986: 415) and the sequential clitic -a, 
(with comma, as opposed to -a “indicative”, without comma) from the set of “intonation-
carrying clitics” (Kilham et al. 1986: 401) is a third kind of topic marker: 

(2) Wik Mungkan (wim-x-bible 43008023)
Niiy-an-iy=a, aak imanam wamp-an,
2PL-DEF-TOP=SEQ place from.this.place.DEM come-PRS.3SG
ngay-an-iy=a, aak inpal kenyan uk-ang niiy-ant aak iikanak-an:
1SG-DEF-TOP=SEQ place from.here on.top descend-PRS.1SG 2PL-to/for place to.here-LOC.DEM
‘You are from below; I am from above’

 Topic markers seem to have a strong tendency to be postposed, which is maybe not 
astonishing, given that topics are often left-detached or at least clause-initial. In the N.T. corpus, 
I could so far identify three rather clear cases of preposed topic markers: Gude (Afroasiatic, 
Chadic) ma and the two Sambalic languages Botolan Sambal (Austronesian, Central Luzon) hay 
and Bolinao: plural say, singular si. According to Hoskinson (1983: 127), in Gude the topic is 
usually “preceded by an initial particle ma and followed by prepause -a.” In the upper dialect 
area, there may be a postposed topic marker boo instead. In the N.T., preposed ma prevails 
(variation between ma unә [TOP 2PL] and ma una [TOP 2PL.TOP]). The Philippine languages are 
well-known for a type of preposed markers that conflates the expression of syntactic pivot 
(privileged syntactic argument) and topic, which is traditionally termed “focus” (a complete 
misnomer) or “topic”. Since these markers are predominantly involved in expressing 
grammatical relations, I have not included them in the set of topic markers. However, some 
Sambalic languages of Central Luzon have developed specific initial topic markers. In Botolan 
Sambal and Bolinao, however, these are integrated into the noun phrase marker system to 
variable extents. Philippine languages usually have different noun phrase markers for common 
names and proper names, the latter are often used for personal pronouns as well. In Botolan 
Sambal, hay TOP is restricted to common nouns and hi, pivot for proper names, suppletes the 
topic marker for proper names and pronouns. In Bolinao, the cognate form si has been extended 
to singular common nouns and hay is largely restricted to plural common noun topics. Most 
Philippine languages have dominant VSO order and topics precede the verb with a following so-
called inversion marker (ay in Bolinao and Botolan Sambal). It is not straightforwardly clear 
why ay should be discarded as a candidate for a topic marker. However, given the mechanic 
syntactic function of inversion, I have not included Philippine inversion markers into the set of 
topic markers here. Several grammars of Austronesian languages beyond the Philippines mention 
preposed topic markers. For instance, Næss & Hovdhaugen (2011) for Vaeakau-Taumako ko 
(not in the N.T. sample). The cognate Samoan ‘o is too broad in its functions to be included as a 
clear case of topic marker.  
 With grammatical markers with a strong propensity to be postposed there is a methodological 
danger of excluding possible counterexamples with the wrong order. This kind of problem is 
well-known from the category of case which is rarely prefixed (Dryer 2013). It may be the case 
that this bias has played a role in the selection of topic markers here, but I am quite confident that 
it is safe to say that topic markers are usually postposed to their topics. 
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 I have so far not applied any kind of stratified sampling procedure except that the number of 
Quechuan languages in the sample has been restricted to four. While topic markers seem to 
cluster areally and while their distribution across language family is probably not random, they 
have a low genealogic stability. The sample contains several pairs of closely related languages 
where topic markers differ markedly in their behavior; for instance, concerning conditional 
clauses to be considered below.  

Map 1: Areal distribution of topic markers in the sample 

Map drawn with The Interactive Reference Tool for The World Atlas of Language Structures by Hans-Jörg Bibiko 

 It has to be noted that it cannot be concluded from the map that topic markers are absent from 
areas where there are no red dots. Languages of North America, Australia and Siberia are 
extremely sparsely represented in the N.T. corpus. I have no reason to believe that topic markers 
are entirely lacking in those areas. 
 As can be seen on Map 1, there are at least four large hotbeds for topic markers: The Macro-
Sudan Belt (Güldemann 2011) in Africa, Burmese-Assam (maybe within a larger Circum-Sinitic 
belt) in South East Asia, New Guinea, and Northwestern South America. Iduna (Huckett 1976: 
133) is a case of an Austronesian language with strong contacts to Papuan languages with a
postposed topic marker ma. In Mesoamerica, there is a small area including the Cuicatec
languages and a few Oto-Manguean languages from entirely different branches which all have
topic markers (Table 4). I have not been able so far to find out how the topic markers, which all
have a n- onset, are related.
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Table 4: “Cuicatlán area” languages (N.T. 43008023 “You are from below; I am from above”) 
Teutila Cuicatec (cut-x-bible) Nchuhn ne, ihyan iyehnse nchuhn. Ate u ne, 

vahchetero chicá. 
Tepeuxila Cuicatec (cux-x-bible) Ndís'tiī ní yeⁿ'ē cuaaⁿ ndiiyā ndís'tiī niicu 'úú ní yeⁿ'ē 

cuaaⁿ 'niiⁿnuⁿ 'úú.  
Chiquihuitlán Mazatec (maq-x-bible) Ngayun ne, tsëhë nguehe nangui ngayun. Ngahan ne, 

tsëhë ngahnga ngahan.  
Sierra de Juárez Zapotec (zaa-x-bible) Lebi'i nna, nu yétsiloyu ba na le, pero inte' nna de 

ỹiabara' lá ná'. 
Sochiapan Chinantec (cso-x-bible) Tɨ³ la³ hué³² lá² bíh¹ h ń¹³ hnoh² , tɨ³la³ jná¹³ né³, h ń¹³ 

ná¹ tɨ³ hñu³mɨ³cuú² bíh¹. 

 Yurayong (2018) has identified three (partly overlapping) areas of topic marking in northern 
Eurasia: (from West to East) demonstratives, possessive suffixes and “other topic particles”. 
Postposed particles of demonstrative origin are prominent especially in Russian dialects and 
Veps (not in the N.T. sample). Possessive suffixes of the third person (partly also second person) 
are well-known to have especially contrastive topic function in Turkic and some Uralic 
languages. To be included here is also Modern Persian (Etebari et al., in prep.). In Mongolic and 
Tungusic languages there is an overlap of possessive suffix and other particle strategies. Among 
all these languages, only two Mongolian languages and Japanese and Korean are included as 
clear cases of topic markers in the N.T. sample. 
 As mentioned above, the difficulty of distributive analysis lies in the very high frequency on 
average of topic markers. Looking only at some languages where topic markers are separate 
words, topic markers occur in most languages considered in a clear majority of N.T. verses. 

Table 5: Frequency of some topic markers in the N.T corpus 
Text Marker Occurrence in 

numbers of verses 
Percentage of verses % 

kyq-x-bible.txt se 7460 93.9
gaa-x-bible-newworld.txt lɛ 7274 91.6
mfk-x-bible.txt na 7148 90
meq-x-bible.txt na 7074 89.1
amm-x-bible.txt mo 7067 89
yon-x-bible.txt kuu 7034 88.6
cut-x-bible.txt ne 6928 87.2
maq-x-bible.txt na 6895 86.8
zaa-x-bible.txt nna 6879 86.6
atb-x-bible.txt gi 6843 86.2
gnd-x-bible.txt ka 6676 84.1
mnx-x-bible.txt kaba 6574 82.8
sue-x-bible.txt awa 6526 82.2
wsk-x-bible.txt mu 6318 79.6
naq-x-bible.txt ge 6305 79.4
cnh-x-bible.txt cu, cun 6195 78
gdn-x-bible.txt ka 6064 76.4
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mfh-x-bible.txt kà 6034 76
kac-x-bible-common.txt gaw 5902 74.3 
ewe-x-bible.txt la 5879 74
yuj-x-bible.txt te 5719 72
gym-x-bible.txt abko 5527 69.6
pbi-x-bible.txt laki 5267 66.3
acn-x-bible.txt gas 5159 65
cnw-x-bible.txt cu, cun 5076 63.9
mtj-x-bible.txt era 4958 62.4
mej-x-bible.txt bera 4125 51.9
lhu-x-bible.txt lehˬ 4089 51.5
zia-x-bible.txt awiya 4041 50.9
kqc-x-bible.txt bi 3893 49
gde-x-bible.txt ma 3564 44.9
pab-x-bible.txt atyo 3424 43.1
cso-x-bible.txt né³ 2753 34.7
mjw-x-bible.txt ke 2118 26.7
viv-x-bible.txt ma 1148 14.5
khk-x-bible.txt bol 684 8.6
xal-x-bible.txt болхла 479 6

 When clustering distance matrices of co-distribution across verses, simple clustering metrics 
such as Hamming distance will only reflect similarities in frequency, which does not yield many 
interesting genealogical or areal groupings (except the Mongolian languages Khalkha and 
Kalmyk which have, however, the lowest frequency score in the selection of languages; but this 
is only because possessive affixes of third person, which are also used as topic markers, are not 
counted here). However, using a normalized version of t-score, a few interesting genealogical 
and areal groupings can be identified (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Neighbor-Net (Huson & Bryant 2006) of rough distributional similarities across N.T. 
verses in topic markers

The following clusters appear, among other things: 
(i) The Lolo-Burmese languages Zaiwa (atb), Longchuan Achang (acn) and Lahu (lhu) plus the

Jingpho-Konyak-Bodo language Southern Jinghpaw (kac) (see yellow in Figure 1).
(ii) The closely related languages Haka Chin (cnh) and Ngawn Chin (cnw)
(iii)  The areally related languages Chiquihuitlán Mazatec (maq), Sochiapan Chinantec (cso) and

Teutila Cuicatec (cut)
(iv)  The closely related Kwa languages Ewe and Ga (ga)
(v) The two very closely related Binanderean Nuclear Trans New Guinea Zia (zia) and Suena

(sue) (the topic marker is, however, much more frequent in Suena).
(vi)  The very closely related Meax East Bird’s Head languages Meyah (mej) and Moskona (mtj)
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Mary in combination with topic markers in 32 languages  
(pbi, gnd, mfh, gde, pab, mnx, mej, mtn, yva, kor, yuj, yuz, amm, fon, dje, quf, qvc, 
qvi, aau, kac, dis, cnh, cnw, csy, acn, atb, lhu, ajz, mjw, yon, mpt, nlc) 

Table 2: Most prototypical contexts of topic marker with the name 
Mary in the N.T. 
18/32 43020011 But Mary stood outside at the tomb, weeping. 

Then, while she was weeping, she bent over to 
look into the tomb,  

16/32 43011020 Now Martha, when she heard that Jesus was 
coming, went to meet him, but Mary was sitting 
in the house. 

14/32 42002019 But Mary treasured up all these words, 
pondering them in her heart. 

14/32 42010042 But one thing is necessary, for Mary has chosen 
the better part, which will not be taken away 
from her. ” 
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Names with topic markers also often occur in anaphoric function 
(where other languages just have personal pronouns) 

(7) Nalca (nlc-x-bible 43020016)
Dara, Yesus a-dya Maria g-ek, "Maria o," hy-ok.
TOP Jesus DP-ERG Mary F-DAT Mary VOC say-PST.3SG
Wera danyek, Maria g-era [...] hyok. 
now CONN Mary F-TOP  say-PST.3SG 
‘Jesus said to her, “Mary.” She turned around and said to him...’ 
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Table 3: Most prototypical contexts of topic marker with 2nd person 
non-singular in the N.T. (sample of 81 languages) 
43008023 68 And he said to them, “You are from below; I am 

from above. You are from this world; I am not from 
this world. 

60002009 65 But you are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy 
nation, a people for god’s possession, so that you 
may proclaim the virtues of the one who called you 
out of darkness into his marvelous light, 

46004010 54 We are fools for the sake of christ, but you are 
prudent in christ! We are weak, but You are strong! 
You are honored, but we are dishonored! 

62004004 54 You are from god, little children, and have 
conquered them, because the one who is in you is 
greater than the one who is in the world. 
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Languages with more than one topic marker: Wik Mungkan 
-an  definite “is normally suffixed to the noun phrase which is topic”
-iy  topic suffix “brings prominence to the topic”
-a,  sequential clitic (“intonation-carrying clitics”)
(Kilham et al. 1986: 415, 401)

(8) Wik Mungkan (wim-x-bible 43008023)
Niiy-an-iy=a, aak imanam wamp-an,
2PL-DEF-TOP=SEQ place from.this.place.DEM come-PRS.3SG
ngay-an-iy=a, aak inpal kenyan uk-ang
1SG-DEF-TOP=SEQ place from.here on.top descend-PRS.1SG
niiy-ant aak iikanak-an:
2PL-to/for place to.here-LOC.DEM
‘You are from below; I am from above.’
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Difficulties in determining topics by means of distribution 
 Hardly any contexts where topic markers are strictly obligatory.
 Difficult to distinguish topic markers from copulas.
 Topic markers in most languages where they occur have extremely

high text frequency.
 Topic markers exhibit a high degree of cross-linguistic diversity in

their distributional properties.
Table 4: Frequency of some topic markers in the N.T corpus 

Text Marker No of Verses  Percentage  
Kenga se 7460 93.9% 
Ga lɛ 7274 91.6% 
North Mofu na 7148 90%
Merey na 7074 89.1% 

... 
Iduna ma 1148 14.5
Khalkha Mongolian bol 684 8.6
Oirad-Kalmyk болхла 479 6
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Most topic markers are postposed 
In Gude (Chadic; Hoskinson 1983: 127), the topic is usually 
“preceded by an initial particle ma and followed by prepause -a.” In 
the upper dialect area, there may be a postposed topic marker boo 
instead. (In the NT., variation between ma unә [TOP 2PL] and ma una 
[TOP 2PL.TOP]).  
The Philippine languages are well-known for a type of preposed 
markers that conflates the expression of syntactic pivot (privileged 
syntactic argument) and topic, which is traditionally termed “focus” 
or “topic”. Since these markers are predominantly involved in 
expressing grammatical relations, I have not included them in the set 
of topic markers. However, some Sambalic languages of Central 
Luzon have developed specific initial topic markers (see Part III) 
Colloquial Indonesian kalau [kalo] N (< ‘if’) (B. Olsson, p.c.). 
Initial topic markers have been reported for some other Austronesian 
languages. 
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Map 1: Areal distribution of topic markers in the sample 

Map drawn with The Interactive Reference Tool for The World Atlas of Language Structures by Hans-Jörg Bibiko
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Table 5: “Cuicatlán area” languages (N.T. 43008023 “You are from 
below; I am from above”) 
Teutila Cuicatec  

(cut-x-bible) 
Nchuhn ne, ihyan iyehnse nchuhn. Ate 
u ne, vahchetero chicá.

Tepeuxila Cuicatec  
(cux-x-bible) 

Ndís'tiī ní yeⁿ'ē cuaaⁿ ndiiyā ndís'tiī 
niicu 'úú ní yeⁿ'ē cuaaⁿ 'niiⁿnuⁿ 'úú.  

Chiquihuitlán Mazatec 
(maq-x-bible) 

Ngayun ne, tsëhë nguehe nangui 
ngayun. Ngahan ne, tsëhë ngahnga 
ngahan.  

Sierra de Juárez Zapotec 
(zaa-x-bible) 

Lebi'i nna, nu yétsiloyu ba na le, pero 
inte' nna de ỹiabara' lá ná'. 

Sochiapan Chinantec 
(cso-x-bible) 

Tɨ³ la³ hué³² lá² bíh¹ h ́n¹³ hnoh² , tɨ³la³ 
jná¹³ né³, h ́n¹³ ná¹ tɨ³ hñu³mɨ³cuú² bíh¹. 
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For the areality of topic markers in Eurasia see Yurayong (2018) 
Three (partly overlapping) areas of topic marking in northern Eurasia: 
(from West to East): 
 Demonstratives,
 Possessive suffixes (3rd person, sometimes also 2nd singular)
 “Other topic particles”
Postposed particles of demonstrative origin are prominent especially
in Russian dialects and Veps (not in the N.T. sample). Possessive
suffixes of the third person (partly also second person) are well-
known to have especially contrastive topic function in Turkic and
some Uralic languages. Modern Persian is also to be included here
(Etebari et al., in prep.).
Yurayong, Chingduang. 2018. Areal patterns of topic marker in Northern Eurasia: 

demonstrative, possessive suffix and topic particle. Paper given at the Societas 
Linguistica Europaea 51st Annual Meeting 29 June –1 July 2018 in Tallinn. 
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Sample (80 languages) 
Gude, Parkwa, Matal, Zulgo-Gemzek, Merey, North Mofu, Muyang, 
Akoose, Dii, Ga, Ewe, Gen, Fon, Kenga, Gulay, Nama (Namibia), 
Zarma-Kaado, Japanese, Korean, Khalkha Mongolian, Oirad-
Kalmyk, Dimasa, Southern Jinghpaw, Haka Chin, Ngawn Chin, 
Sizang Chin, Longchuan Achang, Zaiwa, Lahu, Hills Karbi, Amri 
Karbi, Botolan Sambal, Bolinao, Iduna, Waris, Amanab, 
Umanakaina, Meyah, Moskona, Sougb, Konai, Karkar-Yuri, Ama 
(Papua New Guinea), Suena, Zia, Una, Rawa, Iyo, Siane, Awa 
(Papua New Guinea), Yonggom, Waskia, Usan, Mian, Borong, 
Timbe, Nalca, Abau, Folopa, Yawa, Doromu-Koki, Warlpiri, Wik 
Mungkan, Sochiapan Chinantec, Chiquihuitlán Mazatec, Teutila 
Cuicatec, Sierra de Juárez Zapotec, Culina, Parecís, Yanesha’, 
Central Aymara, Awa-Cuaiquer, Cogui, Yuracaré, Páez, Huallaga 
Huánuco Quechua, Lambayeque Quechua, Cajamarca Quechua, 
Imbabura Highland Quichua, Chipaya,  
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Figure 1: Neighbor-Net (Huson & Bryant 2006) of rough 
distributional similarities across N.T. verses in topic markers
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Part II: 
Topic markers, conditional clauses and 
general relative clauses 



Topics, conditionals and general relative clauses 

1. Introduction
In this section I will consider how common it is for topic markers to occur in conditional clauses
and in general relative clauses. What I mean by general relative clause is illustrated in (1) from
English.

(1) English (42003011 eng-x-bible-lexham.txt)
The one who has two tunics must share with the one who does not have one, and the one who
has food must do likewise.

 As far as English and other European languages are concerned, what we have to deal with 
here are free (headless) relative clauses without a nominal head. English uses such constructions 
as S/he who S, The one who S. However, translation equivalents in many languages have a light 
noun as head noun, such as the person/the man who has two tunics... What is considered here is 
the functional domain, not a particular construction. In Hindi, corresponding sentences use 
correlative constructions. 

(2) Hindi (40011015)
jis ke sunne ke kān hõ, vah sun le
REL.OBL GEN listen.M.OBL/PL GEN ear(M) be.SBJ.3PL 3SG.DIST.DIR listen take[IMP]
‘The one who has ears, let him hear!’

 General relative clauses, whether they are free/headless, correlative or headed by a light noun, 
have in common a strong tendency to be sentence-initial, even if the argument they represent in 
the main clause would not be initial in basic word order if it was a NP, as in English to the one 
who knocks it will be opened (40007008). Put differently, general headless relative clauses tend 
to be topical. This holds to the extent there is only one of them per clause unlike must share with 
the one who does not have one in (1). 
 My starting point for this section is Haiman’s (1978) claim that conditionals are topics, 
Lipták’s (2009) claim that correlative subordinate clauses are topical, Bittner’s claim (2001) that 
conditionals are a kind of correlative topic-comment construction and language-specific 
observations, such as Barnes (1998) for Lai Chin, that conditional markers containing topic 
markers can be lexicalized, as the Lai Chin non-counterfactual conditional protasis marker ’a’ 
tsun [LOC TOP:OBL]. Taking the sample of 80 languages with topic markers established above, I 
will consider which languages use topic markers in conditional clauses and/or in general relative 
clauses and whether there are any indications for lexicalization of topic markers (or other 
markers that exclude topic markers) in conditional clauses. 
 It should also be explored to what extent topic markers occur with other types of adverbial 
clauses. Many grammars on specific languages point out that topic markers can be found also 
with anterior and/or simultaneous temporal clauses (see also Matić, van Gijn & Van Valin 2014: 
12), but this exceeds the scope of this section. 

2. Background
Haiman (1978) argues that conditionals are topics. Semantically, he argues that topics can be
subsumed under a givenness approach to the notion of topic.
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“A conditional clause is (perhaps only hypothetically) a part of the knowledge shared by the 
speaker and his listener. As such, it constitutes the framework which has been selected for the 
following discourse [...] The topic represents the entity whose existence is agreed upon by the 
speaker and his audience. As such, it constitutes the framework which has been selected for 
the following discourse.” (Haiman 1978: 583, 585). 

 This is, of course, not the only possibility to connect conditionals with topics semantically. 
Above I have argued that topics can have the function of restricters and that conditional clauses 
also have the function of restriction. Another possibility is Lehmann’s (1974) approach reported 
in Comrie (2010: 86) “Lehmann notes that in any discourse it is necessary for the participants to 
gain common ground step by step. In this process of establishing common ground, a conditional 
protasis represents progress in its establishment in a disjunctive situation: there are two 
possibilities (namely, p and ~p), and before communication can progress, it is necessary for the 
speaker to establish which of the disjuncts is to be considered; only then can the argumentation 
proceed. From this perspective, the linear order of the clauses is iconic to the sequence of steps 
in the argumentation.” Lehmann’s argument is originally meant to explain why conditionals tend 
to be initial cross-linguistically, but it can equally well be adduced to argue for why conditionals 
are topical, if an approach to topic based on the notion of common ground is adopted. 

Comrie (2010: 86) has pointed out that, if Haiman’s (1978) approach is true that conditionals 
are topics, there still must be some degree of grammaticalization, since conditionals can occur in 
non-topical uses, notably in responses to questions, such as Under what circumstances will you 
leave? with answers with conditional protases as new information and in focus, such as I will 
leave, if you pay me. Comrie’s argument is similar to one of Chappell & Creissels’ (2019) 
arguments against topic possessives as a possible basic type in the typology of predicative 
possession (Stassen 2009, 2013). In questions asking for the possessor, the possessor cannot be 
topic and cannot, for instance, have the topic marker in Japanese (3). 

(3) Japanese (Japonic) (Martin 2004: 26; quoted in Chappell & Creissels 2019: 479)
Dare ni/ga kodomo ga iru ka? 
who OBL/FOC child SBJ EX Q
‘Who has children?’  

 However, conditional clauses differ from possessors in that they hardly ever occur as the 
element asked for in questions, and clear cases of focal conditional clauses as in Comrie’s 
example I will leave, if you pay me are very rare. It may also be the case that focusing actually 
changes the semantics of conditionals. I will leave, if you pay me has the connotation of 
exhaustivity. Put differently, it is very close semantically to I will leave only if you pay me, 
which is a biconditional connective with a different truth table. Above I have mentioned 
Büring’s (2016) view of focus as exhaustive. Exhaustive focus on a conditional turns it into a 
biconditional. Unlike material conditionals, biconditionals are no restricters and neither are 
concessive conditionals (‘even if’), where there is arguably no causal relationship between P and 
Q (to what extent this is the case is subject to psychological investigations, see, for instance, 
Feeney & Handley 2011). 
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Table 1: Truth tables for different kinds of conditionals 
P Q P  Q 

material conditional 
P  Q 
biconditional: if and only if 

Even if, 
concessive 

T T T T T 
T F F F F 
F T T F T 
F F T T F 

 It is thus reasonable to assume that the argument adduced by Chappell & Creissels (2019) for 
predicative possessors does not hold in the same way for conditionals. 
 In the literature on correlative constructions, it has been noted that the left-peripheral position 
of correlative relative clauses in South Asian languages and Hungarian is related to that of topics 
(see Lipták 2009: 12 and the references given there, see also Wälchli 2018/2019). “Correlatives 
participate in a discourse strategy marking certain topic constituents” (Lipták 2009: 12). 
Correlative relative clauses have several properties in common with free (=headless) relative 
clauses, among other things maximalizing semantics (picking out maximal 
individuals/sets/degrees: ‘all those who’). Bhatt & Pancheva (2006) point out that 
maximalization effects entailing definite description also can be found in conditionals (definite 
descriptions over possible worlds).  
 Bittner (2001) argues that there is a parallel between correlative constructions and 
conditionals (or rather: conditional constructions are correlative constructions). There is only a 
type difference in that conditionals are possibility-centered rather than individual-centered. In 
correlative topic-comment structures, “each topical referent must be picked up by – correlated 
with – an anaphoric proform” (Bittner 2001: 39). She adduces the case of Warlpiri, where 
adjoined relative clauses in correlative constructions (Hale 1976) can have both relative clause 
and conditional clause interpretations. “In either case, the topical referent is picked up in the 
matrix comment by a topic-oriented anaphoric demonstrative ngula-ju, which is likewise type-
neutral” (Bittner 2001: 39).  

(4) Warlpiri (Hale 1976: 80; Bittner 2001: 39)
Maliki-rli kaji-ngki yarlki-rni nyuntu 
[dog-ERG ST-3SG.2SG bite-NPST you] 
ngula-ju kapi-rna luwa-rni ngajulu-rlu. 
DEM-TOP FUT-1SG.3SG shoot-NPST me-ERG 
A. ‘As for the dog that bites you, I'll shoot it.” (individual-centered)
B. ‘If a dog bites you, then I'll shoot it. ' (possibility-centered)

[Interestingly, the original example in Hale (1976) differs, except in orthography, in the topic 
marker which is lacking in Hale (1976: 80). This suggests that the topic marker is optional. Other 
data from Warlpiri, including examples in the N.T., shows that the anaphor ngula often carries a 
topic marker =ju]. 

3. Sample and rough results
I have looked at how the topic markers identified in the sample of 80 languages above are
represented in a selection of 20 verses with non-hypothetical and hypothetical conditional
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clauses and in a set of 10 verses with general relative clauses. These are listed in Table 2 and 
Table 3. 

Table 2: Set of conditional clauses considered 
42023037 and saying, “If you are the king of the Jews, save yourself!” 
43008039 They answered and said to him, “Abraham is our father!” Jesus said to them, “If 

you are children of Abraham, do the deeds of Abraham! 
40008031 So the demons implored him, saying, “If you are going to expel us, send us into 

the herd of pigs.” 
40007010 Or also if he will ask for a fish, will give him a snake? 
40008002 And behold, a leper approached and worshiped him, saying, “Lord, if you are 

willing, you are able to make me clean.” 
40009021 for she said to herself, “If only I touch his cloak I will be healed.” 
40012026 And if Satan expels Satan, he is divided against himself. How then will his 

kingdom stand? 
40018013 And if he happens to find it, truly I say to you that he rejoices over it more than 

over the ninety-nine that did not wander away. 
41014029 But Peter said to him, “Even if they all fall away, certainly I will not! ” 
43015014 You are my friends if you do what I command you. 
43009033 If this man were not from God, he would not be able to do anything! ” 
43009041 Jesus said to them, “If you were blind, you would not have sin. But now you 

say, ‘We see,’ your sin remains. 
43015019 If you were of the world, the world would love its own. But because you are not 

of the world, but I chose you out of the world, for this reason the world hates 
you. 

42007039 Now when the Pharisee who invited him saw this, he spoke to himself, saying, 
“If this man were a prophet, he would have known who and what kind of 
woman this is who is touching him, that she is a sinner.” 

43014007 If you have known me, you will know my Father also. And from now on you 
know him and have seen him.” 

40024043 But understand this: that if the master of the house had known what watch of 
the night the thief was coming, he would have stayed awake and would not have 
let his house be broken into. 

43011032 Then Mary, when she came where Jesus was and saw him, fell at his feet, 
saying to him, “ Lord, if you had been here, my brother would not have died. ” 

40023030 and you say, ‘ If we had lived in the days of our fathers, we would not have 
been partners with them in the blood of the prophets! ’ 

41013020 And if the Lord had not shortened the days, no human being would be saved. 
But for the sake of the elect, whom he chose, he has shortened the days. 

43005043 I have come in my Father’s name, and you do not accept me. If another should 
come in his own name, you would accept that one! 

Table 3: Set of general relative clauses considered 
40007008 For everyone who asks receives, and the one who seeks finds, and to the one 

who knocks it will be opened. 
40023011 And the greatest among you will be your servant. 
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41016016 The one who believes and is baptized will be saved, but the one who refuses to 
believe will be condemned. 

43003036 The one who believes in the Son has eternal life, but the one who disobeys the 
Son will not see life — but the wrath of God remains on him. 

43007018 The one who speaks from himself seeks his own glory. But the one who seeks 
the glory of the one who sent him — this one is true, and there is no 
unrighteousness in him. 

43010002 But the one who enters through the door is the shepherd of the sheep. 
46006017 But the one who joins himself to the Lord is one spirit with him. 
40011015 The one who has ears, let him hear! 
41004025 For whoever has, more will be given to him, and whoever does not have, even 

what he has will be taken away from him. ” 
42003011 And he answered and said to them, “The one who has two tunics must share 

with the one who does not have one, and the one who has food must do 
likewise.” 

Table 4 shows tentative results where languages are classified in three types: Yes, Intermediate 
and No, which allows for 9 possible options when the two typologies are combined. 

Table 4: Topic markers in conditional clauses and general relative clauses 
TOP in COND (41) Intermediate (18) No TOP in COND 

(21) 
TOP in GENREL 
(54) 

Gude, Parkwa, Matal, 
Zulgo-Gemzek, 
Merey, North Mofu, 
Muyang, Gaa, Ewe, 
Gen, Fon, Gulay,  
Dimasa, Southern 
Jinghpaw, Haka 
Chin, Waris, 
Amanab, Sougb, 
Konai, Karkar-Yuri, 
Ama (PNG), Rawa, 
Usan, Nalca, 
Doromu-Koki, Wik 
Mungkan, 
Chiquihuitlán 
Mazatec, Teutila 
Cuicatec, Sierra de 
Juárez Zapotec, 
Culina, Central 
Aymara, Awa-
Cuaiquer, Páez, 
Huallaga Quechua, 
Lambayeque 
Quechua, Cajamarca 

Sizang Chin, Zaiwa, 
Umakaina, 
Yonggom, Abau, 
Yanesha’,  

Kenga, Korean, 
Lahu, Meyah, 
Moskona, Una, 
Siane, Mian, Borong, 
Yuracaré, 
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Quechua, Imbabura 
Quechua, Chipaya,  

Intermediate (19) Akoose, Ngawn 
Chin, Yawa, Suena, 
Zia, Waskia, Timbe, 
Folopa, Warlpiri, 
Sochiapan Chinantec, 
Parecís, Cogui,   

Nama (Khoekhoe), 
Hills Karbi, Amri 
Karbi, Botolan 
Sambal, Bolinao, 
Awa (PNG), Iyo, 

No TOP in GENREL 
(7) 

Khalkha Mongolian, 
Oirad-Kalmyk, 
Longchuan Achang, 

Dii, Zarma-Kaado,
Japanese, Iduna,  

 The result has to be taken with a grain of salt, since this is no stratified sample. It is not 
known how representative the sample is for topic markers in all languages of the world. 
However, note that all major regions of the world except Nord America north of Mexico are 
represented. It is also possible that languages with high frequency of topic markers are 
overrepresented.  
 A first observation is that it is extremely common that conditional clauses or general relative 
clauses have topic markers. This holds for more than 90% of the sample. Topic markers are 
somewhat more common in general relative clauses. However, it has be noted here that many 
general relative clauses are actually noun phrases and noun phrases are probably a more 
prototypical context for topic markers than clauses. A further observation is that conditional 
clauses seem to be more categorical. There are slightly more languages with intermediate values 
for general relative clauses than for conditional clauses. This may be an indication that topic 
markers in conditional clauses are more grammaticalized. If they can be used, they tend to be 
there. This is not the case to the same extent for general relative clauses. 

For further analysis I will now consider various subsets of languages with specific behavior. 

4. Various subsets of languages with specific behavior

4.1 Conditional markers as source for topic markers 
Topic markers can originate from conditional markers, which is the case in the Mongolian 
languages Khalkha and Kalmyk-Oirat, where the topic marker derives from the conditional 
converb of the verb bol- ‘to become’. The conditional suffix in Kalmyk bol-xla in turn originates 
from the future participle -x and the past tense suffix -la (Indjieva 2006: 9) there is also a variant 
bolxna with the present/future tense suffix -na). In Khalkha, the conditional converb has the 
suffix -vAl (-val, -vel, -vol); bolwol [become-CVB.COND] is often reduced to bol, and this is the 
topic marker (Poppe 1951: 87, 99). According to Poppe (1951: 99), the topic marker bol has the 
function of indicating the end of the noun phrase in the unmarked nominative case. The same 
holds for the possessive suffix of the third person -n, which also serves as a topic marker. In the 
N.T., the possessive suffix occurs as topic marker in free relative clauses.

(5) Khalkha (khk-x-bible 40011015)
Sons-ox čix-tej n’ sons-ogtun
hear-INF/FUT.NOUN ear-COM POSS.3SG hear-BENEDICTIVE
‘The one who has ears, let him hear!’
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 There is a similar development from conditional expression to topic particle in Japanese in the 
northern Tōhoku region, where the conditional form of the copula da-ba [COP-COND] has 
assumed the function of a standard topic particle (Shibatani 1990: 209). 
 Longchuan Achang (atb, Sino-Tibetan) is a third language in the sample where the topic 
marker seems to originate from a conditional marker. Sampu et al. (2005: 33) list the meaning 
‘verbal subjunctive particle; if, in case that’ for the particle gas (in conditional clauses usually 
following the noun affix/objective case lyis). 
 Turning back to Table 4, these three languages are exactly those in the bottom left cell, the 
only ones below the top-left to bottom-right diagonal. This means that we can formulate the 
following implicative universal for the languages of the sample. 

(6) Implicative Universal 1
If a language has a topic marker in conditional clauses, that topic marker is also used in general
relative clauses, unless the topic marker originates from a conditional marker.

 The relationship is actually stronger if we take into account that the Mongolian languages 
have two topic markers, the conditional bol/болхла and the possessive suffix of the third person 
(which is not counted in Table 4). 
 However, it cannot be concluded from this implicative universal that topic markers in 
conditional clauses originate from general relative clauses. I do not have any clear indications 
from specific languages so far that would point in that direction. It is therefore very well possible 
that the correlation is spurious. Topic markers in other contexts must be studied, before a 
diachronic semantic map of topic markers can be established. 

Table 5: Languages treated in this section 
TOP in COND Intermediate No TOP in COND 

TOP in GENREL 
Intermediate
No TOP in GENREL khk, xal, acn, 

4.2 Topic markers on resumptive anaphora 

Table 6: Languages treated in this section 
TOP in COND Intermediate No TOP in COND 

TOP in GENREL aau,  {khk}**, mej, mtj, 
snp, ksr,  

Intermediate sue, zia, wbp,  naq, ajz, smk, nca, 

No TOP in GENREL ((khk))**, 
** Different topic markers in the same language with different behavior 

 There are a number of languages in the sample, mainly from New Guinea, where there is a 
topic marker in the general relative construction, but where it does not occur on the relative 
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clause but on a resumptive anaphoric pronoun that is the topic of the main clause, as in (7) from 
Abau. I will call this the resumptive-topic construction: 
. 
(7) Abau (aau-x-bible 40011015)
Uwr nweyk non lwak ankin, hiy-kwe ok seme kwa lonuayk.
Man ear with be as/while 3SG.M-TOP talk DDEM.PL.OBJ HORT hear
‘The one who has ears, let him hear!’ Lit. “As/when/if a man is with ears, he, let (him) hear the
talk”

 This construction is highly important from a syntactic point of view, since the topic cannot 
simply be equated with the left-detached element here. The subordinate clause, which occurs in 
detached leftmost position, does not bear a topic marker. The topic marker instead occurs clause-
internally on a pronominal element. The topic properties are distributed here and appear on two 
constituents. One might say that this is a “split-topic construction”. It is not really the same thing 
as stacked topics. It is important that the two topics here are coreferential and differ in marking 
and syntactic position. There is the left-detached clause that does not carry any topic marking but 
rather the connective marker that characterizes its adverbial function. Morphologically, however, 
the topic is realized within the main clause on an anaphoric resumptive element. As far as the 
main clause is concerned, this construction is similar to correlative construction; however, there 
is no correlative marker in the subordinate clause. The case of Warlpiri in Bittner’s (2001) 
analysis reported in 2 above suggests that that we should expect a full parallelism between 
general relative clauses and full relative clauses in languages such as Abau. However, Warlpiri is 
the only language in the sample with that behavior. Rather, languages, such as Abau, lack this 
parallelism. There is no topic marker at least in non-hypothetical conditional clauses in Abau. 
Rather topic markers appear on the different not co-referential subjects of the two clauses in (8). 

(8) Abau (Lock 2011: 169)
Hwon-kwe mey meio lopa lwak ankin
2SG-TOP job work NEG be when/if  
ha-kwe kar liy ley korey 
1SG.SBJ-TOP gladness DYN go NEG
‘If you do not do your job, I will not be happy.’ 

 In favor of Bittner’s (2001) approach it might be adduced that Abau and other languages of 
this kind fail to share the type-neutrality of Warlpiri correlative constructions. However, what is 
problematic for a universal account of conditionals in terms of correlative constructions is that 
many languages lack overt apodosis markers such as ‘then’ or that these often are optional if they 
exist. 
 Abau is very exceptional within the sample in that counterfactual conditional clauses exhibit 
an entirely different construction where a topic marker is present in the conditional clause: 
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(9) Abau (Lock 2011: 176)
sawk hiy-kwe nioh ley lowpway ho-kwe
CHANGE.OF.DIRECTION 3SG.M-TOP blood go completely GENERAL.M-TOP
hiy-kwe po lokrue
3SG.M-TOP PERF die.PFV
‘If he had lost his blood completely, he would truly have died.’

 Abau has gender and number distinguishing pronominal articles at the end of noun phrases 
and topic markers indicate gender and number by means of the pronominal article they follow 
(ho-kwe M.TOP, ko-kwe F.TOP and mo-kwe PL-TOP). Lock (2011) calls the form ho-kwe in (9) 
“general topic” since this masculine form does not agree in gender. “It is noteworthy that a 
counterfactual condition is only marked by the masculine hokwe and never by the feminine 
kokwe, or by the plural mokwe” (Lock 2011: 375) (However, in the N.T. there are also plural 
forms mo-kwe). The lack of gender agreement suggests that the use of the topic marker in Abau 
counterfactual clauses is lexicalized.  
 What comes closest to a correlative construction in the sample except Warlpiri is Iyo. Where 
some examples contain the initial form qu-ko [REL-TOP]. While (10) from Iyo looks like a 
correlative construction, it is probably none, since qu-ko [REL-TOP] is lexicalized as the 
adversative conjunction ‘but’. 

(10) Iyo (nca-x-bible 43010002)
Qu-ko uni mako-wore o-yo-te
(REL-TOP)/but man door-DIR go.up-CONT-PRS
ŋu-ko sipsip ko-ro sopo=sopo ŋu.
DEM-TOP sheep TOP-for/about leader DEM
‘But the one who enters through the door is the shepherd of the sheep.’

 The resumptive-topic construction is found in the following languages of the sample as a 
dominant strategy: Abau, Meyah, Moskona, Siane, Suena, Iyo and Borong. It is also a minor 
strategy in Zia, Bolinao, Amri Karbi, Khalkha and Nama (Khoekhoe). 
 What is characteristic for all topic markers with this property (except that they have to occur 
by definition at least optionally in general relative clauses) is that in no language is the topic 
marker concerned more than optionally present in all types of conditional clauses. This holds 
even for Khalkha, which has two topic markers, and here the third person possessive and not the 
conditional converb is involved. From this observation we can derive the following implicational 
universal that holds for the languages of the sample: 

(11) Implicational Universal 2
If a language has the resumptive-topic construction in general relative clauses (obligatorily or
optionally), the topic marker involved will not occur more than optionally in conditional clauses.

 The correlation that the implicational universal states is so far purely descriptive. It is very 
well possible that the negative correlation is spurious. However, it seems to be the case that the 
correlation has something to with the fact that topic markers are less common in conditional 
clauses in the languages of the sample than with general relative clauses. In some languages, 
such as Abau, an affinity between temporal clauses and conditional clauses seems to be involved. 
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Thus, temporal clauses should be considered systematically in order to further explore this 
possible relationship between conditional clauses and general relative clauses. 

4.3 Conditional markers that look like, but are no topic markers, strictly speaking 
A number of languages without topic marker in conditional clauses have conditional markers 
that are somehow reminiscent of topic markers and that might, in some way or other, represent 
lexicalizations involving erstwhile topic markers. 
 The Modern Korean conditional marker -myen is one of several markers that have been 
attested during the history of Korean. Among the markers listed by Koo (1999: 545) is also the 
topic marker -nun, which can mark conditionals especially in contrastive readings. Koo (1989, 
cited in Koo 1999) suggests that -myen might diachronically derive from simultaneity -mye plus 
the topic marker -nun. Koo (1999) argues that there has been specialization and generalization in 
the history of Korean topic markers, as a consequence of which -myen gained primacy in the 
function of conditional marker. 
 Japanese has the the conditional marker ba and the topic marker wa, which is, however, 
written ha は homographically with the relative clause marker ha (which means that Japanese 
could also be classified as a language where free relative clauses take the topic marker). The 
particles ba and wa share some phonological properties. “In casual speech, sequences of words 
ending in -e followed by the topic particle wa or the conditional particle ba coalesce and 
palatalize the preceding consonants, e.g. kore wa ‘this TOP’ -> [korjaa], ike ba ‘if (I) go’ [ikjaa]” 
(Shibatani 1990: 164). Also, in casual speech, the conditional and topic particles drop their 
consonants and become homophonous (Shibatani 1990: 176). 
 In Moskona, the topic marker erá and the apodosis marker edá ‘then’ are minimal pairs 
(Gravelle 2010: 24). The same holds for the closely related language Meyah with the topic 
marker berá and the apodosis marker bedá ‘then’ (Gravelle 2004: 33). In Moskona and Meyah, 
the protasis in conditional constructions is unmarked in traditional language: 

(12) Moskona (Gravelle 2010: 361)
dif dadin ayok eyta miyefen gug dif, edá di-owha jig kota.
I 1SG.POSS mother take money to I then 1SG-leave LOC town
‘I (if/when) my mother gives money to me, then I (will) leave for town.’

 The N.T. translations have introducing subordinators Moskona kak (okuk ‘to be like’) and 
Meyah erek ‘like’, which calque on the (Indonesian) Malay word kalau ‘if’ (Gravelle 2010: 362; 
Gravelle 2004: 297). 
 In Una (East Mek, Nuclear Trans New Guinea), conditional protases end with ura. The 
closely related language Eipo has ora ‘(and) then’ instead, which expresses “unspecified 
successivity” (Heeschen 1998: 327), for more intriguing details see Heeschen (1998: 179-181). 

(13) Eipo (Heeschen 1998: 327)
Sisi(n)-nang yupe leb-ik-ye-ora, 
name(VN)-people speech speak-MED.3PL-CONNECTOR-then 
ur-nang yupe mem. 
other-people speech taboo. 
‘If the big-men speak, other people shall not speak.’ 
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 The topic markers in Eipo are the connectives dara (for a more indirect relationship, temporal 
sequence and different subject) and ara (for a more direct relationship, simultaneity and same 
subject) (Heeschen 1998: 162); da- is longer distance or sharper contrast (Heeschen 1998: 144); 
da- and a- are demonstrative stems. In Nalca (West Mek; Wälchli 2018), however, the indirect 
topic marker dara is used in conditional clauses. 
 In Mian (Nuclear Trans New Guinea, Ok), conditional clauses end with mole L. conj. ‘if, 
when’ (Fedden 2011: 568). The topic marker is =le, added to the pronominal article ē M.SG, ō 
F.SG and ī PL. I cannot see how the initial /m/ in mole ‘if’ might be explained synchronically.

In Yuracaré, the topic marker is =ja, which is formally identical with the same-subject realis
event marker =ja, which is opposed to the same-subject irrealis event marker =ya (also non-
veridical enclitic), which occurs in conditional clauses with same subject. With different subject, 
=ti is used (van Gijn 2006: 328). 
 If conditional marking in these languages might be associated with topic markers 
diachronically, this would mean that the proportion of languages where topic markers are 
involved in conditional constructions would be markedly higher than what was suggested in 3. 
However, it would then also be an argument that topic markers in conditional constructions have 
a tendency to grammaticalize and lexicalize. 

Table 7: Languages treated in this section 
TOP in COND Intermediate No TOP in COND 

TOP in GENREL kor, mej, mtj, mtg, 
mpt, yuz, 

Intermediate

No TOP in GENREL jpn, 

4.4 Topic markers in apodosis 
If frequent markers in contrast constructions with NPs are to the right of the potential prosodic 
break as often indicated by a comma in writing, they are usually copulas rather than topic 
markers. In sampling I have made one exception, Sougb (East Bird’s Head), and in this language 
we have to deal with double commas before and after the marker [in the N.T. orthography]. The 
marker in point is not termed topic marker in Reesink’s (2002) description, but it occurs in the 
typical contrastive topic contexts that I have considered diagnostic above. 

(14) Sougb (Reesink 2002: 199)
Cum kaba en eic kepta a-(e)tkwa en m-en hwej. 
shortly then 3SG take machete INS-cut.up 3SG 3SG-POSS pig 
‘In a little while he’ll take the machete and cut up his pig.’ 

(15) Sougb (mnx-x-bible 43008023; tentative glossing)
Yen, kaba, yen m-eig-doc an-in-im dag lusud
2PL TOP/then 2PL 3SG-good-? concerning-DIR-RECIP like people
se cinogo tainya gaih gini.
at land below DIST.east/down this
‘You are from below.’
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 In 4.3, we have seen that the related languages Moskona and Meyah have topic markers with 
a close relationship to a word meaning ‘then’ as well. The same marker kaba ‘then’ occurs as 
apodosis introducer in conditional clauses. In the N.T. orthography, always separated by commas 
on both sides: _ , kaba, _. 

(16) Sougb (Reesink 2002: 254)
Sug los medam kaba dan d-em-en ero. 
at rain big then I 1sg-IRR-come not 
‘If it rains hard, I won’t come.’ 

 There are some more languages from New Guinea where topic markers can appear on the 
“wrong” side of the prosodic break in conditional clauses and general relative clauses. This is the 
case systematically in the Doromu-Koki N.T.  
 From the grammar I can only illustrate this with a causal clause, since the conditional clauses 
listed do not have commas: 

(17) Doromu-Koki (Bradshaw 2012: 178)
Rauna re-yo dada, bi auna kana ini 
hunger do-2/3SG.PST because TOP dog like 3.POSS 
iruku iri-yo. 
food eat-2/3SG.PST 
‘Because he was hungry, he ate his food greedily.’ 

In Waskia, the topic marker mu is homophonous with the determiner mu (which is perhaps its 
source). It holds for both conditional clauses and general relative clauses that if mu appears on to 
the right of the comma, it does not appear to the left as well, where it is mostly present. 

Table 8: Languages treated in this section 
TOP in COND Intermediate No TOP in COND 

TOP in GENREL mnx, kqc,  mej, mtj, 
Intermediate wsk,
No TOP in GENREL 

 Topic markers to the “wrong”, right, side of the prosodic break after subordinate clauses need 
further exploration.  

4.5 Are topic markers in conditional clauses conditional markers? 
Using the automatic extraction of markers procedure applied in Wälchli (2019) for feminine 
anaphoric gender markers for conditional markers, topic markers usually are not extracted as 
markers of conditional constructions by the algorithm in the languages of the sample, with three 
exceptions: the Mongolian topic markers Khalkha bol and Kalmyk bolxna and  
Gulay (Central Sudanic) ɓaa. Not unexpectedly, two of the markers that originally are 
conditional markers and that have been extended secondarily to topics are included here. The 
synchronic reason is that these forms are less frequent as topic markers than other markers of the 
sample. This means, other markers are too frequent in other contexts to be considered dedicated 
markers of conditional constructions. However, some topic markers occur as parts of larger 
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sequences that are extracted. Among other things, Haka Chin ahcun [LOC.TOP.OBL], which is a 
confirmation of Barnes’ (1998) claim that the topic marker is lexicalized in Haka Chin as a part 
of the conditional marker. Also some markers discussed in 4.4.3 are extracted, markers that look 
similar to, but are no topic markers, such as Mian mole and Korean -nun.  
 In a considerable number of languages of the sample, topic markers and conditional 
connectives end up at the two different edges of the conditional clause, which yields what could 
be called bracketing marking of conditional clauses. Table 9 lists some examples for verse 
43014007 ‘If you have known me, [you will know my Father also.]’ without glosses. As can be 
seen from the list, “bracketing” marking of conditional clauses with topic markers occurs in 
Chadic, Kwa, Mongolian, East Bird’s Head and Otomanguean.  

Table 9: “Bracketing” marking of conditional clauses with topic markers 
Parkwa pbi Banda cemida ku laki, ... 
Matal mfh Baŋa kasәlaw kà, 
Zulgo-Gemzek gnd Na kàa sәrum ìye ka, ... 
Merey meq Taɗә ka sәrum neŋ na, ... 
North Mofu mfk Kendzey ka sәradәmaya na, ... 
Muyang muy Tamal kә̀sәruma nu a ti ... 
Ewe ewe Ne ɖe mienya ame si ƒomevi menye la, ... 
Gen gej Nɛ mì jèsi mù-a, ... 
Fon fon Ényí mi tunwun mì ɔ́, ... 
Khalkha Mongolian khk Herev ta nar Namaig medsen bol ... 
Sougb mnx Sug Yesus ens enin dag gini dou Tomasohob, 

kaba, ... 
Teutila Cuicatec cut Ndete che a tumacadino nchuhn yahn 

vederihquentiyon che quenan cumá ne, ... 
Sierra de Juárez Zapotec zaa Canchu hualigani nabia'ni le inte' nna, ... 

 Almost all of these languages are VO languages, where adverbial subordinators are expected 
to be initial (Dryer 1992: 108). The only exception is Khalkha, where it is not so obvious which 
part is the adverbial subordinator. The initial element xereb ‘if’ is based on the modal form xer 
‘how?’ of the interrogative stem xe- (Janhunen 2012: 287). We can conclude that topic markers 
in subordinate clauses are not particularly good word order patterners in Dryer’s (1992) sense, 
which is a further argument that they are usually should not be considered markers of conditional 
clauses. 

5. Tentative conclusions
It is evident from this section that the relationship between topic markers and subordinate clauses
needs further research. Here I have just glanced at two types of subordinate clauses, conditional
clauses and general relative clauses, where topic markers are very common. This confirms
Haiman’s (1978) claim (if any confirmation is still needed after many language-specific
confirmations in reference grammars) that conditionals are very closely related to topics.
However, there seems also to be a parallelism between conditional clauses and general relative
clauses, which is expected if Bittner (2001) is right that conditional clauses are akin to
correlative constructions. Whether the correlation is spurious is difficult to tell before further
types of subordinate clause are systematically investigated from a cross-linguistic perspective.
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However, even Barnes (1998) and Comrie’s (2010) points that topic markers in conditional 
clauses may involve lexicalization and grammaticalization seem to be well taken, which suggests 
that the relationship between topic markers and conditionals is not always synchronic, but can 
also be diachronic. 
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Are conditionals topics? 

“A conditional clause is (perhaps only hypothetically) a part of the 
knowledge shared by the speaker and his listener. As such, it 
constitutes the framework which has been selected for the following 
discourse [...] The topic represents the entity whose existence is 
agreed upon by the speaker and his audience. As such, it constitutes 
the framework which has been selected for the following discourse. 
(Haiman 1978: 583, 585). 

Comrie (2010: 86) has pointed out that, if Haiman’s (1978) approach 
is true that conditionals are topics, there still must be some degree of 
grammaticalization, since conditionals can occur in non-topical uses, 
notably in responses to questions, such as Under what circumstances 
will you leave? with answers with conditional protases as new 
information and in focus, such as I will leave, if you pay me. 
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Comrie’s argument is similar to one of Chappell & Creissels’ (2019) 
arguments against topic possessives as a possible basic type in the 
typology of predicative possession (Stassen 2009, 2013). In questions 
asking for the possessor, the possessor cannot be topic and cannot, for 
instance, have the topic marker in Japanese (9). 

(9) Japanese (Japonic) (Martin 2004: 26; quoted in Chappell &
Creissels 2019: 479)
Dare ni/ga kodomo ga iru ka? 
who OBL/FOC child SBJ EX Q
‘Who has children?’  

However, perhaps focus changes the semantics of conditionals 
I will leave, if you pay me has the connotation of exhaustivity. 
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Table 6: Truth tables for different kinds of conditionals 
P Q P  Q 

material conditional 
P  Q 
biconditional: if and only if 

Even if, 
concessive 

T T T T T 
T F F F F 
F T T F T 
F F T T F 
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Are conditionals correlatives? 
Correlatives “each topical referent must be picked up by – correlated 
with – an anaphoric proform” (Bittner 2001: 39).  
Warlpiri: “In either case, the topical referent is picked up in the 
matrix comment by a topic-oriented anaphoric demonstrative ngula-
ju, which is likewise type-neutral” (Bittner 2001: 39). 

(10) Warlpiri (Hale 1976: 80; Bittner 2001: 39)
Maliki-rli kaji-ngki yarlki-rni nyuntu 
[dog-ERG ST-3SG.2SG bite-NPST you] 
ngula-ju kapi-rna luwa-rni ngajulu-rlu. 
DEM-TOP FUT-1SG.3SG shoot-NPST me-ERG 
A. ‘As for the dog that bites you, I'll shoot it.” (individual-centered)
B. ‘If a dog bites you, then I'll shoot it. ' (possibility-centered)
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Are topic markers in conditional clauses lexicalized or 
grammaticalized? 
Barnes (1998) argues for Lai Chin, that conditional markers 
containing topic markers are lexicalized. 

(11) Lai Chin
fa laam ka kal ʔaʔ tsun 
Falaam 1SG go LOC TOP 
ban hlaa kaa ken 
banana 1SG.RFL bring 
‘If (whenever) I go to Falaam, I bring a banana with me.’ 

“Essentially, if we imagine basic conditional sentences to be of a 
form ‘assuming X, then Y’, the tendency to topicalization of the 
protasis is clear.” (Barnes 1998: 68) 
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Table 7: Set of general relative clauses considered 
40007008 For everyone who asks receives, and the one who seeks finds, and to 

the one who knocks it will be opened. 
40023011 And the greatest among you will be your servant. 
41016016 The one who believes and is baptized will be saved, but the one who 

refuses to believe will be condemned. 
43003036 The one who believes in the Son has eternal life, but the one who 

disobeys the Son will not see life — but the wrath of God remains on 
him. 

43007018 The one who speaks from himself seeks his own glory. But the one 
who seeks the glory of the one who sent him — this one is true, and 
there is no unrighteousness in him. 

43010002 But the one who enters through the door is the shepherd of the sheep. 
46006017 But the one who joins himself to the Lord is one spirit with him. 
40011015 The one who has ears, let him hear! 
41004025 For whoever has, more will be given to him, and whoever does not 

have, even what he has will be taken away from him. ” 
42003011 And he answered and said to them, “The one who has two tunics must 

share with the one who does not have one, and the one who has food 
must do likewise.” 
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Table 8: Topic markers in conditional clauses and general relative 
clauses 

TOP in COND (41) Intermediate 
(18) 

No TOP in 
COND (21) 

TOP in 
GENREL (54) 

gde, pbi, mfh, gnd, meq, 
mfk, muy, gaa, ewe, gej, 
fon, gvl, dis, kac, cnh, 
wrs, amn, mnx, kxw, 
yuj, amm, rwo, wnu, 
nlc, kqc, wim, cut, maq, 
zaa, cul, ayr, kwi, pbb, 
qub, quf, qvc, qvi, cap,  

csy, atb, gnd, 
yon, aau, ame, 

kyq, kor, lhu, 
mej, mtj, mtg, 
snp, mpt, ksr, 
yuz, 

Intermediate 
(19) 

bss, yva, sue, 
zia, wsk, tim, 
ppo, wbp, cso, 
pab, kog,  

naq, cnw, mjw, 
ajz, sbl, smk, 
awb, nca, 

No TOP in 
GENREL (7) 

khk, xal, acn, dur, dje, jpn, 
viv, 
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Conditional markers as source for topic markers  
TOP in COND Int. No TOP in COND 

TOP in GENREL 
Intermediate
No TOP in GENREL khk, xal, acn, 

Khalkha conditional converb -vAl; bolwol [become-CVB.COND] > bol 
Kalmyk bol-xla (-x future participle + -la PST; Indjieva 2006: 9) 
Japanese (Tōhoku) da-ba [COP-COND] > TOP (Shibatani 1990: 209) 
Longchuan Achang gis ‘verbal subjunctive particle; if, in case that’ 

(12) Khalkha (khk-x-bible 40011015)
Sons-ox čix-tej n’ sons-ogtun
hear-INF/FUT.NOUN ear-COM POSS.3SG hear-BENEDICTIVE
‘The one who has ears, let him hear!’
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Topic markers on resumptive anaphora: Resumptive topic 
“split topic construction” 

TOP in 
COND 

Intermediate No TOP in 
COND 

TOP in GENREL aau,  {khk}**, mej, 
mtj, snp, ksr,  

Intermediate sue, zia, 
wbp,  

naq, ajz, smk, 
nca, 

No TOP in GENREL ((khk))**,  

(13) Abau (aau-x-bible 40011015)
Uwr nweyk non lwak ankin, hiy-kwe ok seme kwa lonuayk.
Man ear with be as/while 3SG.M-TOP talk DEM.PL.O HORT hear
‘The one who has ears, let him hear!’ Lit. “As/when/if a man is with
ears, he, let (him) hear the talk.”
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Abau conditional clauses 
(14) Abau (Lock 2011: 169)
Hwon-kwe mey meio lopa lwak ankin  
2SG-TOP job work NEG be when/if  
ha-kwe kar liy ley korey 
1SG.SBJ-TOP gladness DYN go NEG
‘If you do not do your job, I will not be happy.’ 

(15) Abau (Lock 2011: 176): counterfactual conditional
sawk hiy-kwe nioh ley lowpway ho-kwe 
CH.OF.DIR 3SG.M-TOP blood go completely GENERAL.M-TOP 
hiy-kwe po lokrue 
3SG.M-TOP PERF die.PFV 
‘If he had lost his blood completely, he would truly have died.’ 
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(16) Iyo (nca-x-bible 43010002)
Qu-ko uni mako-wore o-yo-te
(REL-TOP)/but man door-DIR go.up-CONT-PRS
ŋu-ko sipsip ko-ro sopo=sopo ŋu. 
DEM-TOP sheep TOP-for/about leader DEM
‘But the one who enters through the door is the shepherd of the 
sheep.’ 
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Two tentative implicational universals for the languages of the 
sample 

(17) Implicative Universal 1
If a language has a topic marker in conditional clauses, that topic
marker is also used in general relative clauses, unless the topic
marker originates from a conditional marker.

(18) Implicational Universal 2
If a language has the resumptive-topic construction in general relative
clauses (obligatorily or optionally), the topic marker involved will not
occur more than optionally in conditional clauses.

The correlations may be entirely spurious. More languages and more 
types of subordinate clause must be considered. 
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Conditional markers that look like, but are no topic markers  
Korean conditional marker -myen < *mye-nun [SIM-TOP] (Koo 1999) 
Japanese conditional ba, TOP wa は, relative ha は
Moskona, TOP erá, apodosis marker edá ‘then’ (Gravelle 2010: 24) 
Meyah TOP berá, apodosis marker bedá ‘then’ (Gravelle 2004: 33) 
Una TOP ara [a- DEM-], TOP ura ‘(and) then’ 
Mian TOP =le after pron. article ē M.SG, ō F.SG, ī PL, mole ‘if’ 
Yuracaré TOP =ja (=SS real. ev.), cond: =ya SS irreal. (van Gijn 2006) 

COND Int. No TOP in COND 
TOP in GENREL kor, mej, mtj, mtg, mpt, yuz, 
Intermediate
No TOP in GENREL jpn,  

If conditional markers here are associated with TOP diachronically, 
this is an argument for grammaticalization/lexicalization 
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Topic markers in apodosis  
(19) Doromu-Koki (Bradshaw 2012: 178)
Rauna re-yo dada, bi auna kana ini
hunger do-2/3SG.PST because TOP dog like 3.POSS
iruku iri-yo.
food eat-2/3SG.PST
‘Because he was hungry, he ate his food greedily.’

Moskona, TOP erá, apodosis marker edá ‘then’ (Gravelle 2010: 24) 
Meyah TOP berá, apodosis marker bedá ‘then’ (Gravelle 2004: 33) 

TOP in COND Intermediate No TOP in COND 
+ GENREL mnx, kqc,  mej, mtj,  
Intermediate wsk, 
-GENREL
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Are topic markers in conditional clauses conditional markers? 
Table 9: “Bracketting” marking ‘if’...TOP VO languages/OV 
Parkwa  Banda cemida ku laki, ... 
Matal  Baŋa kasәlaw kà, 
Zulgo-Gemzek  Na kàa sәrum ìye ka, ... 
Merey  Taɗә ka sәrum neŋ na, ... 
Muyang  Tamal kә̀sәruma nu a ti ... 
Ewe  Ne ɖe mienya ame si ƒomevi menye la, ... 
Gen  Nɛ mì jèsi mù-a, ... 
Fon  Ényí mi tunwun mì ɔ́, ... 
Khalkha Mongolian  Herev ta nar Namaig medsen bol ... 
Sougb  Sug [...], kaba, ... 
Teutila Cuicatec Ndete [...] ne, ... 
S. de Juárez Zapotec Canchu hualigani nabia'ni le inte' nna, ... 
Adverbial subordinators are VO-word order patterners (Dryer 1992) 

The initial element xereb ‘if’ is based on the modal form xer 
‘how?’ of the interrogative stem xe- (Janhunen 2012: 287). 
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Tentative conclusions 
 Topic markers are very common in conditional constructions

(confirms Haiman 1978)
 Topic markers are very common also in general relative clauses, but

the resumptive-topic construction is mainly restricted to general
relative clauses (except in Warlpiri) (only partly confirms Bittner
2001)

 Some languages have conditional markers that look like but are no
topic markers, which suggests lexicalization (confirms Barnes
1998)

 This suggests that the relationship between conditionals and topic
markers is not always synchronic, but can be diachronic.

 Topic markers are no good VO word order patterners.
 Two tentative implicational universals have been identified whose

correlations may be spurious. The relationship between topic
markers and subordinate clauses needs further research.
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Part III: 
Topic markers and interaction with other 
grammatical categories 

=General 
=Bolinao (number) 
=Nalca (gender and case) 



Combination of topic markers with other grammatical categories 

Topic markers do not occur in isolation but interact with markers for other grammatical 
categories. These can be highly language specific and can entail language-specific idiosyncrasies 
as to how topic markers are used. It is therefore important to investigate how topic markers 
interact with other grammatical categories and how they are integrated in language-specific 
systems of markers. Also, the cross-linguistic extent of interaction or isolation of topic markers 
can reveal information about how specific grammatical categories topics are. If topic is a 
grammatical category type like any other, topic markers can be expected to cumulate with other 
grammatical categories. Here some examples of how topic markers can interact with other 
category types are given. 

Topic and gender 
Gender is expressed in topic markers in Culina, Nalca, Abau and Akoose. In Culina (Tiss 2004), 
the topic marker cumulates with gender (masculine -pa / feminine -pe), illustrated with a 
conditional clause in (1) that is expressed with the bare topic marker. The agreement seems to go 
with the subject of the clause. 

(1) Culina (Arawan; Tiss 2004: 317)
zawida pha Ø-ke-na-hari-pa 
pupunha plant 3-PL-AUX-PV.M-TOP.M 
manako bazi Ø-to-na-a Ø-kahi-mana-wi towi 
harvest be.big 3-HAB-AUX-RESTR.M 3-have-PL-IPV.M FUT 
‘if they(M) plant pupunha palms, they will have a big harvest.’  

Topic and case 
In Hakha Lai and other Chin Lai languages (Barnes 1998; Peterson 2003), demonstratives 
following NPs and other phrases are so called discourse deictics (adnominal demonstratives are 
obligatorily circumposed/repeated in absolutive tsuu ʔuy tsaw tsuu ‘that dog [ABS]’ and preposed 
or circumposed in other cases tsuu ʔuy tsaw (tsun) ‘that dog [ERG]). Postposed demonstrative 
forms inflect for case: “following a noun in the absolutive case, the particles take the forms” hii 
[near speaker], khii [distal], tsuu [not visible] and khaa [near addressee]; “while placed after 
nouns in other cases (i.e., locative or ergative), they take the forms hin, khin, tsun and khan.” 
(Barnes 1998: 56). According to Barnes (1998: 57), these particles are best seen as adverbials. 
Tsuu/tsun is generalized for use as a topicalizer (Peterson 2003: 412) and not restricted to not 
visible in this function, “while khaa tends to mark preceding entities as being within the shared 
knowledge of both speaker and listener more generally” (Peterson 2003: 412); “the one you and I 
know about from some previous context”, the listener having personal knowledge about the 
referent (Barnes 1998: 60). Topicalized constituents often have the connotation of “X and no 
other(s)”. Barnes (1998: 59-60) explains the development from not visible to topic as follows: 
‘the one we cannot see’ > ‘the one we cannot see but which is the topic of our discussion’ > ‘the 
one which we are talking about (usually, though not always, which we cannot see)’. According 
to Barnes (1998: 60), there is a contrast khaa ‘the one we know about’ vs. tsuu ‘the one we are 
talking about’. Tsuu has the connotation of breaking news, whereas khaa is often used with past 
time reference. Combination of khaa with clause final evidential tii ‘they say’ forces past tense 
interpretation. The discourse deictics are optional, but more common in the absolutive form: “If 
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the tsuu forms are often ‘optional’, then the tsun forms are even more optional, and seem to need 
greater context for felicitous use.” (Barnes 1998: 65). In subordinate clauses, tsun and khan have 
lexicalized meanings: ʔaʔ khan ‘when’ and ʔaʔ tsun ‘if’. The use of tsun is lexicalized as a non-
counterfactual conditional protasis marker, but in counterfactual conditionals tsun can be used to 
add emphasis and is also frequent (Barnes 1998: 68). With noun phrases with relative clauses, 
tsuu, as opposed to khaa, often has the connotation of an indefinite referent (not known to 
speaker and listener): 

(2) Lai Chin (Barnes 1998: 70)
ka vok ʔa fiar mii paa khaa na hmuu moo 
1SG pig 3SG steal REL man D 2SG see Q 
‘Have you seen the man who stole my pig?’ 

 “In general, the {oblique} tsun forms appear to be less tightly bound to the preceding nouns 
than do the tsuu forms” (Barnes 1998: 77). The topic markers contribute to introduce a marked 
absolutive: “the use of demonstratives in Lai requires that the modified noun be overtly case 
marked” (Barnes 1998: 77). 

41B
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Topic markers and grammatical gender 
Akoose, Abau, Nalca, Una, Culina 

In Culina (Tiss 2004), the topic marker cumulates with gender 
(masculine -pa / feminine -pe), illustrated with a conditional clause in 
(20) that is expressed with the bare topic marker. The agreement goes
with the subject of the clause.

(20) Culina (Arawan; Tiss 2004: 317)
zawida pha Ø-ke-na-hari-pa
pupunha plant 3-PL-AUX-PV.M-TOP.M
manako bazi Ø-to-na-a Ø-kahi-mana-wi towi 
harvest be.big 3-HAB-AUX-RESTR.M 3-have-PL-IPV.M FUT 
‘If they(M) plant pupunha palms, they will have a big harvest.’  
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Topic marker and case 
In Hakha Lai and other Chin Lai languages (Barnes 1998; Peterson 
2003), demonstratives following NPs and other phrases are so called 
discourse deictics (adnominal demonstratives are obligatorily 
circumposed/repeated in absolutive tsuu ʔuy tsaw tsuu ‘that dog 
[ABS]’ and preposed or circumposed in other cases tsuu ʔuy tsaw 
(tsun) ‘that dog [ERG]). Postposed deictics inflect for case. 
(21) Oblique TOP tsun is contrastive
ʔuy tsaw niʔ tsun ʔa rak ka seʔ
dog ERG TOP.OBL 3SG ASP 1SG bite (FORM2)
‘That dog (we are talking about) bit me (but the others did not)’

(22) Oblique TOP khan (familiar to addressee)
tsew maŋ niʔ khan ʔa ka veʔl 
Tsew Mang ERG TOP.OBL.FAM 3SG 1SG beat.up 
‘Tsew Mang (whom you know) beat me up.’
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Familiarity and expectation distinctions in topic markers 
(23) Chin Lai (Barnes 1998: 70)
ka vok ʔa fiar mii paa tsuu/khaa na hmuu moo 1SG pig 3SG steal REL 
man TOP/TOP.FAM 2SG see Q
‘Have you seen the man who stole my pig? (you/I do not know who 
it is) (with whom you are familiar with, whom I and you know)’
(24) Sochiapan Chinantec (Foris 2000: 389): néᴸ TOP, máᴴnaᴹᴴ CTOP 
CONTRAEXPECTATION TOPIC: comment contrary to addressee's
(probable expectation)
tïᴸlaᴸ hméiᴹ cúᴹ máᴴnaᴹᴴ laᴸhuïᴸᴹ ka-ϑáïʔᴸ cáᴹ kiãᴹᴴ but father^3 
3 CTOP promptly PST-tell^DI^3 person servant^3 laᴸ láᴹ
idea this
‘But his father (topic), promptly told his servant this.’ 
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Singular topic in Bolinao 

Dissimilation in [TOP+‘one’]  
Person name marker ------------------------------------> Singular topic 

Botolan Sambal: Topic dissociates from privileged syntactic argument 
Pivot full (Topic) Pivot minimal Non-pivot Oblique

Person name hi (<*si) hi (<*si) ni koni
Common noun hay (<*say) ya nin ha 

Bolinao: si ‘Topic singular’ 
Topic Pivot Non-pivot Oblique

Singular si  Person name si ni koni 
Plural say  Common noun -y, a -n, nin sa 
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(25) Bolinao (smk-x-bible 42013006)
Si saya-y tawo ket main nin mula na=n
PN& one-LNK man and EX NPIV plant POSS.3SG=NPIV  
igos sa luta' na. 
fig OBL land POSS.3SG 
‘A certain man had a fig tree planted in his vineyard.’ 

Collocations of topic marker with ‘one’ in Sambalic languages 
TOPIC ‘one’ TOPIC+‘one’+LINKER 

Botolan Sambal hay miha hay mihay 
Abenlen Ayta hiyay magha probably: hiyay maghay 
Tinà Sambal yay a’sa yay a’say (Elgincolin et al. 1988: ix) 
Bolinao say saya *say sayay > si sayay

A Gilliéron setting 
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Gilliéron setting = 
the co-variation of two developments in a Set of language varieties A, 
but both lacking in a Set of closely related language varieties B, such 
that one of the two developments in Set A varieties is a plausible 
cause for the other development 

Gilliéron, Jules & Mario Roques. 1912. Études de géographie linguistique: d'après 
l'Atlas linguistique de la France. H. Champion. 

Geeraerts, Dirk. 2010. Theories of Lexical Semantics. Oxford: Oxford University 
Press (p. 62) 
https://diglib.uibk.ac.at/ulbtirol/content/zoom/149332
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Excursus on dissimilation: 
“Ce qu’il faut chercher, c’est un changement dont la résolution soit 
morphologique et dont l’effet soit de produire un dissimilation, mais 
qui se manifeste surtout ou uniquement dans un contexte phonétique 
dissimilateur” (Maiden 1996: 534). 
Spanish se lo doy ‘I give it to him’ instead of *le lo doy  

“La méthode dissimilatrice la plus commune dans les séquences de clitiques 
accusatifs et datifs de la troisième personne est de remplacer l’un de ces 
pronoms par une forme d’origine locative, qui remonte au latin IBI ‘là’, 
HINCE ‘d’ici’, INDE ‘de là’. Sont employes aussi des continuateurs de 
HOC ‘ceci’ et de SE, pronom réfléchi de la troisième personne.” 

Maiden, Martin. 1997. La dissimilation à la lumière des pronoms clitiques 
en roman. Zeitschrift für romanische Philologie 113.4: 531-562.  
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The dissimilation solved a phonological problem in a specific 
collocation, but it entailed semantic disconnection. The two functions 
of si, person name marker pivot and indefinite singular topic, were 
not immediately connected in semantic space. This triggered 
semantic reconnection by generalization to singular topic (including 
definite singular topic). 

(26) Bolinao (43005013): definite use of si + common noun
Bale'  si  tawo  kai  na  nin  tanda'  no  si'no  ya-ytaw
but  PN&  man  not  3SG  LNK  know  CMPL  who  3SG-there
si  namaanda'  kona
PN&  heal  OBL.3SG
‘But the man (who was healed) did not know who had healed him
there...’
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Standard of comparison 
As in other Sambalic languages, the full (emphatic) forms of Bolinao 
personal pronouns contain si (Si'ko si Jesus ‘I am Jesus’), a property 
that is widespread in Austronesian at least for third person singular.  
One of the typical uses of emphatic personal pronouns is standard of 
comparison, which is not a topic function (and not usually encoded 
by topic markers in other Philippine languages). In Bolinao, however, 
proper names and singular common nouns take si in the standard of 
comparison 
(27) Bolinao (smk-x-bible 40010024): standard of comparison
kasan  alila'  a  mas  ata'gay  dyan  si  amo  na  
no  servant  LNK  more  above  than  PN&  lord  POSS.3SG 
‘no servant is above his lord.’ 
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Reanalysis in demonstratives: stem of personal pronouns > topic  
Abenlen Ayta DEM Bolinao DEM Bolinao DEM + TOP 

SG.PROX hiyati / yati siti siti si 
PL.PROX hila yati sayti sayti say 
SG.DIST hiyain / yain siin siin si 
PL.DIST hila yain sain sain say 
SG.FAR.DIST hiyatew / yatew sitaw sitaw si 
PL.FAR.DIST hila yatew saytaw saytaw say 

(28) Bolinao (smk-x-bible 43013026)
“Si pamyan ko kona-n siti si tinapay  
PN& dip 1SG OBL-LNK DEM.PROX.SG PN& bread 
a man'isawit ko, sya,” 
LNK give 1SG, 3SG 
“It is he to whom I dip the piece of bread and give it to him.” 
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Oblique and not-initial topics (a kind of oblique antitopic) 
Unlike with person names, where si still has the double function of 
topic and pivot marker, si with common names can be used as topic 
marker even in oblique function, as shown in (29). This sets common 
nouns apart syntactically from person names in their use of si. 

(29) Bolinao (smk-x-bible 42008009)
Ket  tinepetan  raya  si  Jesus  nin  tumutumbok  na
and  ask  3PL>3SG  PN&  J.  NPIV  disciple  POSS.3SG 
no  ani  a  pipa'kaan  na-n  si  pangingiyarig.  
CMPL  what  PIV  meaning  POSS.3SG-NPIV  PN&  parable 
‘And his disciples asked Jesus what the meaning of this parable 
might be.’ 
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Discourse topic, protagonists 
In the Bolinao doculect of Viray & Scheerer (1929), but not in the 
N.T., there is a shift from topic to discourse topic, which triggers an
extension of the non-topic form of the person name marker ni to
common noun protagonists, as illustrated in (30) from a story with a
monkey and a crocodile as protagonists.

(30) Bolinao (Viray & Scheerer 1929: 10):
Rinmoran yay=na si bakoè sa gurot 
ride 3SG=IAM PN&.PIV monkey OBL back 
ni bu'aya 
PN&.NPIV crocodile 
‘The monkey was riding already on the back of the crocodile’ 
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Mek (Nuclear Trans New Guinea) languages and topic markers 
East 

Ketengban ? ? 
Una ara, bira PN+CASE 
Eipo are, dare, bide, PRONOUN-de PN+CASE 
Nalca GENDER-ra, PRONOUN-ra/da PN+(DEM+)CASE 
Kimyal na 
Nipsan na ((PN+AGENTIVE)) 
Yale (Kosarek) - PN+DEM 

West 
a- and da- are demonstrative stems.
bi- is originally person name marker, unique; Nalca be- -> masculine
Gender originates in the person name marker bi- which spreads from
agentive (Eipo a-rye vs. bi-rye) to topic -ra to other cases (Nalca).
Mek languages lacking the topic marker -ra have no or only
rudimentary traces of PERSON.NAME.MARKER+CASE forms.
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Nalca NP final gender-demonstrative-case word 
M be- 
masc. 

F ge- 
fem. 

NT ne- 
neuter 

DN e- 
default 
noun 

NN a- 
non-
noun 

PL/& da- 
coll. pl., 
coordin. 

TOP bera gera nera era ara dara 
DEM:TOP benera genera nenera enera an[a/e]ra dana/era 
DAT/ACC bek gek nek ek ak [dak] 
DEM:DAT benyek genyek nenyek enyek anyek danyek 
GEN/ERG bedya(') gedya(') nedya(') edya(') adya(') [dadya(')] 
DEM:GEN benedya genedya nenedya enedya [anadya] danadya 
COM/ABL beb geb neb eb ab - 
DEM:COM benyeb genyeb nenyeb enyeb anyeb danyeb 
Equative beneso(') geneso(') neneso(') eneso(') anaso(') -
DEM ben gen nen en an - 
Zero be ge - - - - 

Topic markers in Nalca play a very important role in the expansion of 
the gender system
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Gender switch depending on NP-internal syntax 
(31) Nalca (Binzell, n.d.):
me: a-ra gelelinga sovb-vka bo-ba-lam-e:
child(CV) DP-TOP unnoticed enclose.in.netbag-CVB carry-go-IPFV-PST.3PL
Nauba me: ne:-ra al-biyvk ba-lam-vk. 
big child(CV) CV-TOP 3SG-alone go-IPFV-PST.3SG 
Me:k me: ne:-ra sovb-vka bo-ba-lam-e:k. 
small child(CV) CV-TOP enclose.in.netbag-CVB carry-go-IPFV-PST.3PL 
‘They carried the boy away secretly in a netbag. A big boy went by himself. 
A small boy they carried in a netbag.’ 
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“Coordination gender” and topic markers 
Eipo and Nalca: direct topic ara and indirect topic dara. These also 
function as connective thematizing devices following clauses 
(Heeschen 1998: 162). Dara is more flexible, as it can topicalize any 
part of the sentence, but it is the more marked one, as it expresses 
switch-reference and temporal sequence while ara expresses subject 
continuity and simultaneity. In Nalca, the greater flexibility of dara 
has, for instance, the effect that it can be used to topicalize ergatives: 
na-dya dara [I-ERG TOP] ‘as far as I am concerned’ whereas ara is not 
used in this function, and dara can also topicalize comitatives, when 
used in NP coordination, as shown in (21), whereas ara cannot. 
(32) Nalca (42002048): dara topicalizing a comitative phrase
becomes coordination gender
An-ja neyung be-b, na-b dara,
2SG-GEN father M-COM 1SG-COM TOP
‘your father and I, [...]’
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More indirect topic marker dara turns into collective plural 
marker 
(33) Nalca (40027056):
Gel-ewa  da-ra,  Maria  Magdalena  ge  hnon,  Yakobus  be-b  Yusuf  be-b 
woman-PL  CPL-TOP  M.  M.  F  and,  Y.  M-COM  Y.  M-COM
sik-ja'  genong  Maria  ge  hnon,  Zebedeus  be-dya  m-abo  sik-ja' 
3PL-GEN  mother M.  F  and  Z. M-GEN  child-PL  3PL-GEN
genong ge-b,  gel-ewa  da-nye-k  sek-lem-ek. 
mother F-COM  woman-PL  CPL-DEM-DAT  stand-IPFV-PST.3PL
‘Among them stood Mary Magdalene, and Mary the mother of James and Joseph, 
and the mother of the sons of Zebedee.’ 
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A few conclusions (not all of them novel) 

 Topic markers are genealogically unstable, but highly frequent in
languages where they occur (often without being obligatory); they
exhibit areal patterns.

 Topic markers can interact with several important grammatical
categories, e.g., deictic/determiner->TOP, TOP->SUBJECT,
conditional->TOP, TOP->conditional.

 Contrastive topics are the most likely semantic prototype for
marked topics, but contrastive topics clearly differ from contrast
(‘but’) markers.

 Topic markers have both contrastive and non-contrastive uses.
 Topic markers play an important role in several types of

subordinate clauses.
 The examples of Bolinao and Nalca show that topic marker can

interact in highly intricate ways with other grammatical categories,
such as number, gender and case.
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